






 

MINUTES 

OF THE 

WOODS HOLE, MARTHA’S VINEYARD 
AND NANTUCKET STEAMSHIP AUTHORITY 

 

The Meeting in Public Session 

June 12, 2018 

 The Members of the Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket 
Steamship Authority met this 12th day of June, 2018, beginning at 3:35 p.m., 
in the first floor meeting room (Room 103) of the Authority’s administrative office 
building, located at 228 Palmer Avenue, Falmouth, Massachusetts.  All five 
Members were present:  Chairman Robert F. Ranney of Nantucket; Vice 
Chairman Robert R. Jones of Barnstable; Secretary Marc N. Hanover of Dukes 
County; Elizabeth H. Gladfelter of Falmouth; and Moira E. Tierney of New 
Bedford (who participated remotely by telephone conference call).  
 

Port Council Chairman Robert V. Huss of Oak Bluffs and Port Council 
member George J. Balco of Tisbury were also present, as were the following 
members of management:  General Manager Robert B. Davis; Treasurer/Comp-
troller Gerard J. Murphy; Director of Marketing Kimberlee McHugh; Director of 
Security Lawrence S. Ferreira; Reservations and Customer Relations Manager 
Gina L. Barboza; Director of Information Technologies Mary T.H. Claffey; Woods 
Hole Terminal Reconstruction Project Manager William J. Cloutier; Director of 
Engineering and Maintenance Carl R. Walker; Director of Human Resources 
Phillip J. Parent; General Counsel Designate Terence G. Kenneally; Operations 
Manager Mark K. Rozum; and General Counsel Steven M. Sayers. 

 

 
Video and Audio Recording of Today’s Meeting: 
 
Mr. Ranney announced that Steve Baty of All Media Productions was 

making a video and audio recording of today’s meeting in public session for 
Martha’s Vineyard Community Television, also known as MVTV, and that other 
people in the audience were also making audio recordings of today’s meeting in 
public session. 

 

 
Remote Participation by New Bedford Member Moira E. Tierney: 
 
Mr. Ranney announced that he had been notified by Ms. Tierney that she 

desired to participate remotely in today’s meeting because her physical 
attendance today would be unreasonably difficult.  Mr. Ranney stated that he 
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agreed with Ms. Tierney and had determined that Ms. Tierney’s physical 
attendance today would be unreasonably difficult and that, therefore, she may 
participate remotely in this meeting, which includes voting on all matters as well.  
Mr. Ranney also stated that Ms. Tierney would be participating in the meeting 
by telephone conference call, that she would be clearly audible to the Members, 
and that the Members would be clearly audible to her.  Mr. Ranney also noted 
that as a result of Ms. Tierney’s remote participation in this meeting, all votes 
taken by the Members that day would be by roll call vote. 

 

 
Minutes: 
 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Mr. Hanover’s motion, seconded by 
Ms. Gladfelter -- to approve the minutes of the Members’ 
meeting in public session on April 23, 2018. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Mr. Hanover     35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL   100 %    0 % 

 
 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Ms. Gladfelter’s motion, seconded 
by Mr. Jones -- to approve the minutes of the Members’ 
meeting in public session on May 15, 2018. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL     65 %    0 % 

 
 

Mr. Hanover abstained from voting on the minutes of the Members’ May 
15, 2018 meeting in public session. 
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 Federal Transit Administration Grant Funds 
 from the Cape Cod Regional Transit Authority: 
 
 Mr. Davis recounted how the Authority had been approached in 2015 by 
Thomas Cahir, the Administrator of the Cape Cod Regional Transit Authority 
(CCRTA), about an innovative strategy to increase federal funding for the Cape 
Cod region and how, working in collaboration with Mr. Cahir and the CCRTA’s 
staff, the Authority was successful in satisfying the rigorous reporting require-
ments of the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) to add ferry service transporta-
tion data to the CCRTA’s standard transportation reporting to the National 
Transit Database (NTD) beginning with the Authority’s 2015 activities. 
 
 Mr. Davis further recounted how, in November 2017, the Members had 
approved a memorandum of understanding between the Authority and the 
CCRTA pursuant to which grant funds related to the Authority’s participation in 
the 2015 program would be equally split between the two parties, noting that, 
while the grant funds are a result of the Authority’s operating data, the CCRTA 
also has reporting and audit responsibilities with respect to that data due to its 
status as the designated recipient of grant funds for this zone.  Mr. Davis then 
announced that Mr. Cahir was present at today’s meeting to provide an update 
to the Members regarding some recent developments. 
 
 Mr. Cahir then thanked the Authority for its ongoing support in convincing 
the FTA to make funds available based upon the Authority’s ferry traffic figures 
by helping the CCRTA make the cogent argument that the ferry routes to the two 
islands are unique and should be treated in the same manner as routes operated 
by buses and railroads.  Mr. Cahir further recounted how the Authority provided 
the necessary data to the NTD to demonstrate that the Authority’s routes are a 
commuter service because a majority of its passengers make a round trip on the 
same day.  As a result, Mr. Cahir said, the CCRTA received around $3,400,000 
of FTA funds based upon those passengers for the first year of its eligibility, and 
last week gave the Authority $1,571,420 of those funds in accordance with the 
parties’ memorandum of understanding. 
 
 Mr. Cahir emphasized how much effort it took on the Authority’s part for 
the CCRTA to receive these funds, and that many people would have considered 
this a fool’s errand.  But Mr. Cahir noted that Mr. Davis and the Authority’s staff 
stepped up to the task and provided all of the information that was needed, and 
he stated that, while the FTA is now paying closer attention to how a “commuter” 
is defined, the CCRTA is attempting to provide the FTA with accurate information 
about how many commuters ride the ferries by taking surveys of passengers 
while they are on the boats.  In this regard, Mr. Cahir noted that the initial results 
of those surveys indicate that the Authority carries even more commuters than 
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the CCRTA had anticipated and that, while it was questionable how much money 
the FTA would provide this year because the CCRTA does not have an entire year 
of data, he was quite certain that the CCRTA and the Authority should receive 
100% of those funds every year in the future.  In addition, Mr. Cahir said, after 
seven years the Authority, as the entity providing the data, will receive 50% more 
fund which it can use for its vessels’ and facilities’ maintenance needs. 
 
 Mr. Davis similarly noted that, while the FTA accepted the Authority’s 
original application, it since has required additional documentation to support 
the funding levels going forward.  Accordingly, Mr. Davis said, the staff has been 
working with Mr. Cahir and the CCRTA’s staff, including Henry Swiniarski, Noah 
Berger and Kristen Boyd, as well as with Steve Tupper, the Transportation 
Program Manager for the Cape Cod Commission, on preparing the required 
sampling of passengers traveling on the ferries that will be necessary to support 
future funding.  Mr. Davis then thanked Mr. Cahir and the CCRTA’s staff, along 
with John Fuller who recently retired from the CCRTA, for partnering with the 
Authority on this important initiative to improve transportation services for Cape 
Cod and the Islands.  In response to a question from Mr. Hanover, Mr. Davis 
stated that these FTA grant funds are totally separate from other grant programs 
and that the Authority’s receipt of these funds does not prevent the Authority 
from applying for other grants.  
 
 
 
 The Authority’s Communications Plans: 
 

Mr. Davis announced that Sean Driscoll has accepted the Authority’s offer 
to become its new Communications Director, and that Mr. Driscoll will be joining 
the Authority on June 25th to begin working with the rest of the staff to integrate 
the Authority’s communications program both internally and with respect to all 
of its communications with the media and the public.  Mr. Davis noted that these 
communications will include getting the Authority on social media so that it can 
better share Authority news and service announcements, and that the staff will 
also be reviewing the process by which the Authority issues trip alerts and travel 
advisories, which may require some new equipment or operational changes, and 
will be increasing the Authority’s community outreach as well. 

 
Mr. Davis reported that the staff was also looking to develop a mobile app 

which, besides being an avenue for customers to be able to check schedules, 
parking locations and status alerts, can be used to facilitate customers’ purchase 
of tickets and receipt of Authority messages.  In addition, Mr. Davis said, the 
staff will be looking at possibly redesigning or refreshing the Authority’s website 
and being more proactive about getting the Authority’s news into the community. 
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Mr. Davis also stated that another piece of the staff’s communications plan 
is to establish an Operations and Communications Center and, in this regard, 
he reported that he, along with Mr. Rozum and Fleet Administrator Joseph 
Russas, this past week had met with the staff of the Massachusetts Emergency 
Management Agency (MEMA), Massport, the MBTA and MassDOT, and had 
visited and reviewed each of their Operations Centers.  Mr. Davis noted that this 
gave the staff the opportunity to see firsthand some configuration options and, 
more importantly, to get a better understanding of the policies and procedures 
the Authority may need to put into place to ensure that such a center is a valued 
improvement to the Authority’s operations.  Mr. Davis then thanked Michael E. 
Russas, the Response and field Services Section Chief for MEMA, for arranging 
these visits. 

 
Mr. Davis further reported that the Authority will be launching SKIDATA’s 

application of its sweb.Wallet mobile ticketing app for smartphones soon for its 
fast ferry passengers and then for passengers on its traditional ferries as well, 
noting that this change should eliminate most the scanning issues the Authority 
has been experiencing with device settings, brightness and screen rotation.  In 
addition, Mr. Davis said, the staff will be rolling out, a Hyannis vehicle standby 
webpage on the Authority’s website much along the lines of the enhanced 
webpage that has been created for the Nantucket vehicle standby program so 
that customers can go online and see where they are on the standby list. 

 
Mr. Davis also reported that, in order to reduce the long lines of customers 

buying tickets at the temporary Woods Hole terminal building, for the past two 
Saturdays the Authority has assigned ticket sellers in the morning at the Thomas 
B. Landers parking lot to sell tickets to customers while they waited to get onto 
the shuttle buses.  Mr. Davis noted that this new service has been very well 
received by the Authority’s customers and, as a result, the staff was planning to 
continue it on a regular basis through the summer.   
 
 Finally, Mr. Davis noted that one of the other things the Authority needs 
to be looking is its advertising program and, accordingly, he reported that the 
staff is evaluating the Authority’s marketing efforts and is considering issuing a 
request for proposals for the Authority’s advertising program to see if there is an 
opportunity to improve the Authority’s advertising and image with the public. 
 
 After Mr. Driscoll stated that he was looking forward to coming on board 
and working with everyone there, Mr. Hanover welcomed him to the Authority 
and said that he hoped Mr. Driscoll was Superman.  Mr. Hanover also stated 
that he would like to commend management for coming up with a unique 
solution to reducing the lines for tickets at the temporary Woods Hole terminal 
building, which he had complained about two weeks ago.  Mr. Hanover observed 
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that the staff’s solution is working quite well and that he believes it has helped 
a lot.  Mr. Davis then noted that Mr. Rozum and Woods Hole Terminal Manager 
Rob Townes had worked together on setting it up. 
 
 

Results of Operations: 
 

Mr. Davis then summarized the results of the Authority’s operations for 
April 2018, as set forth in a business summary for that month which had been 
provided to the Members and the public.  Mr. Davis reported that the Authority 
had carried fewer passengers (down 5.4%), fewer automobiles (down 6.5%) and 
fewer trucks (down 3.0%) during the first four months of 2018 than it had carried 
during the same period in 2017, and that the Authority also had parked fewer 
cars (down 2.6%) during the first four months of 2018 than it had parked during 
the same period in 2017. 

 
Mr. Davis also reported that, the Authority’s total operating loss for the 

first four months of 2018 had been around $14,015,000, approximately 
$2,330,000 higher than the amount projected in the 2018 Operating Budget.  
Mr. Davis noted that operating revenues and other income during this period 
had been $672,000 lower than projected, and that the Authority’s operating 
expenses and fixed charges had been $1,658,000 higher than projected during 
the year, with maintenance expenses $1,504,000 higher than projected and 
administration expenses also $420,000 higher than projected. 

 
After reporting that the Authority’s fund balances were slightly lower than 

what had been budgeted for the end of April 2018, Mr. Davis noted that the 
Authority’s upcoming bond issue should help that situation.  Mr. Davis also 
stated that the staff was looking at items in the budget for the remainder of 2018 
which might be considered discretionary spending and could be either eliminated 
or reduced to ensure that the Authority both ends the year with a surplus and 
transfers enough monies to its special purpose funds for its capital projects. 

 
In response to a question from Mr. Hanover, Mr. Davis stated that he did 

not think that any portion of the M/V Martha’s Vineyard’s dry-docking expenses 
was recoverable from Senesco Shipyard, as those dry-docking expenses primarily 
were for additional steel replacement work, but that the staff was still evaluating 
the entire contract.  Mr. Davis also noted that the staff had expected more of that 
steel work to take place before the end of 2017 and therefore be expensed during 
the 2017 fiscal year.  Accordingly, Mr. Davis said, some of the vessel’s dry-dock 
expenses which fell in 2018 but had not been budgeted for this year represented 
a timing issue rather than an additional cost. 
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 Vessel On-Time Performance: 
 

Mr. Davis presented the staff’s first monthly on-time trip performance 
report for the Martha’s Vineyard route for the month of May 2018, noting that 
the staff’s goal is to present these reports to the Members on a monthly basis 
and to use the information from them when preparing the following year’s 
operating schedules.  But Mr. Davis also observed that the staff will have to find 
ways to streamline the creation of these reports, as they turned out to be much 
more labor intensive than anticipated. 

 
Mr. Davis noted that, as shown on the report, 90% of the Authority’s larger 

ferries arrived on time at the Woods Hole terminal, which he defined as being 
within five minutes of their scheduled arrival times, and 84% of those ferries 
departed on time.  Mr. Davis also noted that the report shows the reasons why 
trips left late, such as weather-related issues, mechanical issues, vessels having 
arrived late, or terminal construction-related issues.  In particular, Mr. Davis 
observed that the M/V Martha’s Vineyard often leaves Woods Hole later than its 
scheduled 7:00 a.m. departure because it is scheduled to arrive there at 6:45 
a.m., just 15 minutes before.  But Mr. Davis stated that the vessel usually makes 
up the time over its next few trips and, as a result, the staff may propose 
changing its arrival time on Martha’s Vineyard so that it is later than 7:45 a.m., 
but will probably suggest keeping its scheduled departure time at 7:00 a.m. given 
that it is able to leave on time more than 50% of the time. 
 
 Mr. Sayers also noted that, as shown on an additional report for the first 
seven days of June 2018, the on-time performance for arrivals at the Woods Hole 
terminal improved from 90% to 95% for the Authority’s larger ferries and from 
68% to 92% for its freight boats, and he observed that this was due to the fact 
that construction activities at the terminal had pretty much been completed by 
that time.  In response to a question from Ms. Gladfelter, Mr. Davis stated that, 
while this report was the only one that the staff has been able to complete by the 
time of today’s meeting, the staff will be preparing these reports for both the 
Martha’s Vineyard and the Nantucket routes on a monthly basis. 
 
 

 2019 Winter and Spring Operating Schedules: 
 

Mr. Davis then asked the Members for approval of the staff’s proposed 
2019 Winter and Spring Operating Schedules, noting that, although the 
proposed schedules had been advertised during March 2018, the staff had not 
received any public comments on them.  Mr. Davis stated that, as proposed, the 
2019 Winter Operating Schedules would run from January 3, 2019 through 
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March 15, 2019; the 2019 Early Spring Operating Schedules would then run 
from March 16, 2019 through April 2, 2019; and the 2019 Spring Operating 
Schedules would then run from April 3, 2019 through May 14, 2019.  
Substantively, Mr. Davis said, the changes from this past year’s Winter and 
Spring Operating Schedules were as follows: 
 
Martha’s Vineyard Route 2019 Winter Operating Schedule:  
 
 The 6:30 AM trip from Woods Hole to Vineyard Haven and the 7:30 AM 

trip from Vineyard Haven to Woods Hole would be scheduled to operate on 
Saturdays instead of having those trips be optional trips.  In 2018, the 
optional 6:30 AM trip operated every Saturday in January and February 
except on January 6th, when it did not operate due to weather. 

 The vessels assigned to this route would be similar to 2018, with the 
exception that the M/V Martha’s Vineyard will be back from its mid-life 
refurbishment and would operate the entire schedule (and the M/V Woods 
Hole would not operate during this schedule).  The M/V Martha’s Vineyard 
would also berth overnight in Vineyard Haven, with its first departure 
scheduled for 6:00 AM.   

 The M/V Island Home would operate from January 3, 2019 to January 8, 
2019 and from February 23, 2019 to March 15, 2019.  The M/V Nantucket 
would operate this schedule from January 9, 2019 to February 22, 2019.  
In 2018, the M/V Island Home operated from January 5, 2018 to January 
10, 2018 and the M/V Woods Hole operated from January 11, 2018 to 
March 14, 2018. 

 

Martha’s Vineyard Route 2019 Early Spring Operating Schedule:  
 
 The only proposed change to this schedule compared to 2018 is that the 

freight vessel M/V Woods Hole would operate in place of the M/V Katama.  
It would continue to be berthed overnight in Vineyard Haven with the first 
departure at 5:30 AM. 

 

Nantucket Route 2019 Winter Operating Schedule: 
 
 The M/V Gay Head would be scheduled to operate two (2) round trips 

Monday through Saturday with optional service of two (2) round trips on 
Sunday.  The M/V Gay Head would also have the option of operating three 
(3) round trips, 7 days a week if needed, although this would require the 
M/V Gay Head to be tripled crewed in 2019 compared to being double 
crewed in 2018.  The decision whether to double crew or triple crew the 
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vessel would be made based upon the number of freight reservation 
requests the Authority receives for this schedule. 
 

Nantucket Route 2019 Spring Operating Schedule:  
 
 The M/V Sankaty would have the ability to operate a third round trip 

Monday through Friday, if needed, which would require the M/V Sankaty 
to have two single crews in 2019 compared to one single crew in 2018. 

 
Mr. Davis also noted that, at their May 2, 2018 meeting, the Port Council 

had voted unanimously to recommend that the Members approve the staff’s 
proposed schedules.   

 
In response to a question from Mr. Hanover, Mr. Davis stated that the 

proposed 6:30 AM trip on Saturdays from Woods Hole to Vineyard Haven during 
the 2019 Winter Operating Schedule would be designated as a hazardous cargo 
trip.  Ms. Gladfelter also asked again that the Authority’s proposed schedules be 
advertised in the Falmouth Enterprise whenever they are advertised in other local 
newspapers even though the additional advertising may not be required by the 
Authority’s Enabling Act.  In response, Mr. Sayers stated that these proposed 
schedules had been advertised in the Falmouth Enterprise even though the staff 
summary had not included that newspaper in the list of newspapers where the 
schedules had been advertised. 

 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Mr. Hanover’s motion, seconded by 
Ms. Gladfelter -- to approve the 2019 Winter and Spring 
Operating Schedules as proposed by management in Staff 
Summary #OPER-2018-2, dated May 9, 2018. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Mr. Hanover     35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL   100 %    0 % 
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 Request for Proposals for Management Consulting Services to 
Undertake a Comprehensive Review of the Authority’s Operations: 
 
Mr. Sayers announced that the Authority had received eight proposals in 

response to its Request for Proposals (RFP) from consulting firms to undertake 
a comprehensive review of its operations, including its vessel operations, fleet 
maintenance, management structure, public communications and information 
technologies.  Mr. Sayers then reviewed with the Members his recommendations 
regarding the process that will be used to evaluate those proposals, as follows: 

 The Members will evaluate all of the proposals themselves in public 
session on June 19th, first rating each Consulting Proposal with respect 
to each non-price evaluation criterion, then giving each Consulting 
Proposal a composite ranking, and then ranking up to three finalists after 
the opening of the Financial Proposals. 

 The staff will review the background information contained in each 
Consulting Proposal and, based upon that information, suggest what 
rating should be assigned to each Consulting Proposal for that evaluation 
criterion.  The ratings for that criterion (Criterion A) should be relatively 
objective, as they depend on such things as whether a proponent has filed 
for bankruptcy within the last seven years or has had any specified 
criminal convictions 

 The staff will also review the proponents’ consulting experience with 
respect to vessel operations and fleet maintenance (Criterion B), 
management structure (Criterion C) and public communications and 
information technology systems (Criterion D) and suggest what ratings 
should be assigned to each Consulting Proposal for those evaluation 
criteria, as assigning those ratings will require the staff to contact 
proponents’ clients and determine whether each proponent has provided 
consulting services for three or more projects in each category and whether 
their three most recent clients were satisfied with those services.   

 Between now and next Tuesday the Members should spend the vast 
amount of their time deciding what ratings should be assigned to each 
Consulting Proposal with respect to the proponent’s proposed performance 
of its consulting services regarding the Authority’s vessel operations, fleet 
maintenance and management structure (Criterion E) and the Authority’s 
public communications and information technology systems (Criterion F).   

 The staff will review the proponents’ proposed contracts without financial 
information (Criterion G) and suggest what rating should be assigned to 
each Consulting Proposal for that evaluation criterion. 
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 The Members cannot assign a composite rating for each Consulting 
Proposal until they assign ratings to the proposal for each of the individual 
evaluation criteria.  Accordingly, the proposals’ composite ratings will not 
be assigned by the Members until their meeting on June 19th. 

 
Mr. Jones stated that he wanted to make certain that the Members have 

enough time to review all of the Consulting Proposals by June 19th, which he 
observed will take a lot of time, and he noted that this will depend on how the 
proponents have presented the information in their proposals.  In this regard, 
Mr. Sayers stated that it seemed to him that the Members potentially will be able 
to review all of the proposals in that time frame, as some of the proposals were 
as short as 21 pages and the longest one had fewer than 40 pages.  
 

In response to a question from Mr. Jones, Mr. Sayers stated that, at their 
June 19th meeting, each Members should have his or her proposed rating for 
each Consulting Proposal with respect to Evaluation Criteria E and F, and that 
the staff will have proposed ratings for each Consulting Proposal with respect to 
Evaluation Criteria A, B, C, D and G.  Mr. Sayers also noted that the Members 
may not agree with the staff’s proposed ratings with respect to those criteria, and 
could of course assign proposals different ratings with respect to those criteria, 
but that hopefully those criteria were objective enough to minimize the possibility 
of any differences of opinion with respect to what ratings should be assigned. 
 
 Mr. Sayers also noted that, at their June 19th meeting, the Members will 
discuss the ratings that they individually think should be given to each 
Consulting Proposal with respect to each of the evaluation criteria, especially 
Criteria E and F, and agree upon one rating for each proposal with respect to 
each criterion.  After that process is finished, Mr. Sayers said, the Members will 
agree upon a composite rating for each Consulting Proposal and will state their 
reasons for each composite rating. 
 
 Mr. Jones stated that he hoped the other Members will agree to narrow 
down the list of proponents to three top candidates and invite those candidates 
for interviews.  In this regard, Mr. Jones observed that interviewing candidates 
is very helpful, even though that would prevent the Members from awarding a 
contract at their June 19th meeting.  Mr. Sayers also noted that any interviews 
would have to be conducted before the proponents’ Financial Proposals are 
opened and that proponents can only use the interviews to explain and clarify 
their Consulting Proposals, not to alter them.  Accordingly, Mr. Sayers suggested 
that the Members defer this issue until after they review the proposals and see 
whether they need interviews to explain them.  Mr. Sayers also reminded the 
Members that the public, particularly Martha’s Vineyard residents, would like 
the Authority to move as quickly as possible in awarding a contract and that 
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scheduling interviews may present a logistical problem.  Mr. Sayers therefore 
suggested that, if the Members were to decide to conduct any interviews, they 
would not necessarily have to be in person. 
 
 After Mr. Jones stated that he would like his evaluation forms in Word 
format, Ms. Gladfelter asked whether the staff would be providing information 
about each Consulting Proposal not only with respect to Evaluation Criteria A, 
B, C and D, but also with respect to Evaluation Criteria G, the proponents’ 
proposed consulting contracts without their financial information.  In response, 
Mr. Sayers stated that he would provide recommendations regarding what rating 
each proposal should be assigned with respect to that criterion, and those 
recommendations would be based upon his review of the proposed contracts and 
his assessments as to whether they contain any provisions that would impose 
an undue burden on the Authority or any provisions which the Authority, as a 
governmental entity, should not accept.  As a result, Mr. Sayers said, when the 
Members vote to award the contract to a particular proponent, they can make 
the award contingent upon revising those provisions to avoid another round of 
negotiations with the selected proponent. 
 
 Ms. Gladfelter then asked where the June 19th meeting was going to be 
held.  In response, Mr. Jones suggested that it could be held in the second floor 
meeting room of the Authority’s Hyannis terminal as already scheduled, 
observing that the room was large enough to accommodate everyone who was at 
today’s meeting and that he doubted that there will be more people who will want 
to watch the Members conduct their evaluations.  Mr. Sayers also noted that the 
meeting could take most of the day.  In addition, Mr. Davis stated that there may 
be a need to reconsider the date of the meeting after the Members have the 
opportunity to review the proposals. 
 
 Mr. Sayers also noted that one of the proponents had asked whether the 
Members will designate a contact person for the contract, and he stated that the 
Members will have to designate someone upon whom the consultant will be able 
to rely for information and coordination.  Then in response to a question from 
Ms. Gladfelter, Mr. Sayers stated that in an addendum he had set forth the 
number of the Authority’s employees during a week in August as well as during 
a week in February to give the proponents a sense of the seasonal nature of the 
Authority’s operations. 
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 July 2018 Proposed Salary Increases for Non-Union Personnel: 
 

Mr. Davis asked the Members for approval of the 2018 wage and salary 
increase program for the Authority’s non-union personnel which typically takes 
effect on July 1st of each year based upon the individual employees’ performance 
evaluations.  Mr. Davis noted that the staff has received the updated market data 
information from Willis Towers Watson that provides the basis for the proposed 
wage and salary budget and structure adjustments.  But Mr. Davis also informed 
the Members that, even though the program is for all non-union personnel, no 
wage or salary increases will be implemented at this time for the Authority’s 
senior staff as well as certain other non-union job classifications, as he did not 
believe it was appropriate for the staff to receive any salary increases until after 
the management consultant’s report is completed and the Members have the 
time to review it. 

 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Ms. Gladfelter’s motion, seconded 
by Mr. Hanover -- to approve the 2018 Non-Union Perfor-
mance Wage and Salary Increase Program as proposed by 
management in Staff Summary #HR-18-57, dated June 1, 
2018. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Mr. Hanover     35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL   100 %    0 % 

 
 
 
 Construction of the Authority’s New Administrative Offices: 
 

Mr. Davis provided an update of the status of the completion of the 
remaining items on the punch list for the Authority’s new administrative offices 
at 228 Palmer Avenue in Falmouth, which he said is now much shorter and 
nearly completed.  Specifically, Mr. Davis reported that: 

 While the HVAC contractor has addressed the air leaks in the ducts and 
has started up the chiller system for the air conditioner, upon the advice 
of the architect and general contractor, the staff has hired an engineering 
firm to perform a “commissioning” of the system pursuant to which they 
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will test the system and verify its performance over an entire 12-month 
period. 

 The landscaping crew has been onsite for the past few weeks installing the 
landscaping around the building, and is in the process of planting 
hundreds of plants and reseeding the lawn. 

 The State Building Inspector has been onsite performing the final 
inspections before issuing the permanent occupancy permit. 

 
Mr. Davis also reported that, to date, the Authority has paid $14,993,000 

toward the project’s current estimate costs of $15,423,000, which includes 
design and engineering, owner-supplied materials and Authority personnel, and 
that the change orders to the construction contract thus far totaled $950,000, 
or approximately 7.5% of the $12,687,000 original contract amount.  Mr. Davis 
also reported that the staff was still evaluating whether the Authority will be able 
to recover some of the amount of those change orders from Huber Zip System, 
the manufacturer of the original sheathing for the building’s siding which did 
not perform as it should and had to be replaced. 
 
 
 

Woods Hole Terminal Reconstruction Project: 
 

Mr. Davis also provided an update on Phase 2 of the Authority’s Woods 
Hole terminal reconstruction project, reporting that: 

 Jay Cashman Inc. has completed work on the passenger loading platforms 
between Slips 1 and 2. 

 Bus shelters have been placed on the plaza to offer people some protection 
from the elements while they are waiting for buses. 

 Tents have been erected between Slips 1 and 2 to similarly offer passengers 
waiting to board the ferries some protection from the elements.  Mr. Davis 
noted, however, that because the tents are temporary structures and are 
allowed to remain for only 180 days, the staff was exploring what other 
structures can be erected there for the winter months. 

 Cashman has installed mooring bollards for Slip 3 so that the SSA’s 
vessels will be able to berth there this summer, reattached the protective 
material on the center dolphin monopile between Slips 1 and 2, completed 
the restoration work on the corner fender on the south side of the wharf, 
and installed a temporary catwalk to allow dockworkers access to the 
north side of Slip 1. 
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 Cashman also has continued work on the excavation of the wharf and, this 
past Monday, it began loading its equipment back onto its barge in 
preparation for leaving the site by the end of this week for the summer.  In 
this regard, Mr. Davis noted that he had been informed that the wharf’s 
excavation was the phase of the work that could have proven to be the 
most difficult, as no one knew what would be found during the excavation. 

 The site contractor is continuing to work on the pre-load area to compact 
the peat, and this week it will pave outside the work area for pedestrian 
and vehicle access over the summer. 
 
Finally, Mr. Davis reported that, thus far, the Authority has paid Cashman 

$3,128,567 towards the current $43,328,034 cost of its contract, including 
$184,754 of change orders, and that the Authority had sent 22 weekly email 
updates about the status of the terminal reconstruction project to the Woods 
Hole community to keep them informed about what construction activities would 
be taking place over the following weeks. 

 
 
 
 M/V Martha’s Vineyard Mid-Life Refurbishment Project: 

 
Mr. Davis also provided an update on the M/V Martha’s Vineyard midlife 

refurbishment project, reporting that there were just a few punch list items that 
Senesco still has to complete.  Mr. Davis noted that the biggest remaining issue 
with the vessel was the fact that the side passenger doors leak and that there 
was not enough time to replace the doors this spring.  Accordingly, Mr. Davis 
said, the doors will be replaced next fall when the vessel is back in repair and, 
meanwhile, Senesco has created troughs under the doors to catch that water 
where it is leaking.  Mr. Davis also reported that Monday the M/V Martha’s 
Vineyard was taken to Senesco to address an issue with one of its keel coolers 
leaking, which was a warranty item, and that the project took only one day and 
the vessel went back into service earlier this afternoon. 

 
After Mr. Davis noted that there had been more than $2,100,000 of change 

orders with respect to the project, with nearly 50% of those change orders related 
to the vessel’s dry-docking and the remainder related to the vessel’s mid-life 
refurbishment, he stated that the staff was continuing to review those change 
orders and the Authority’s potential warranty claims against Senesco.  In this 
regard, Mr. Walker also reported that the staff has been meeting internally about 
the change order and contract issues and hoped to meet with Senesco either 
next week or the week after that.   
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Potential Barging of Municipal Solid Waste from Martha’s Vineyard: 
 
Mr. Davis reported that, while Tetra Tech had submitted its report on the 

feasibility of barging municipal solid waste from Martha’s Vineyard to New 
Bedford at the end of April 2018, the staff had not yet had the opportunity to 
discuss it with the Members.  However, Mr. Davis noted that, similar to the 
previous study that had been conducted by HDR Engineering in 2012, the report 
indicates that it will cost more money to barge the island’s municipal solid waste 
than what it currently costs to carry it on trucks on the Authority’s ferries, 
although the report did not take into account any of the environmental or social 
costs associated with carrying the waste in trucks on the mainland. 

 
Mr. Sayers stated that the staff hoped to have a meeting with the Towns 

of Tisbury and Oak Bluffs, as well as Bruno’s Rolloff and Ralph Packer, to discuss 
the report, which he observed showed less of a financial difference between the 
cost of barging waste and the cost of carrying it on the Authority’s ferries than 
what was estimated in HDR Engineering’s report, confirming Mr. Balco’s position 
that the barging costs set forth in the prior report were potentially overstated.  In 
this regard, Mr. Sayers noted that the Tetra Tech’s estimate of the cost to barge 
waste was based, in part, on the actual rates that Mr. Packer charges for 
transporting materials by barge between New Bedford and Martha’s Vineyard, 
which he considered to be a more realistic assumption.  In addition, Mr. Sayers 
said, Mr. Packer might even charge a lower rate because barging waste to New 
Bedford would represent a backhauling opportunity for him, which would make 
barging even more financially competitive.   

 
But Mr. Sayers observed that many other open issues remain, including 

the fact that the trucks which carry waste off the island also backhaul other 
types of freight on almost a year-round basis.  As a result, Mr. Sayers said, there 
was a question of whether barging waste off-island would reduce the number of 
trucks traveling on Woods Hole Road.  But Ms. Gladfelter observed that, as a 
Falmouth resident, one the complaints she receives is not just about the number 
of trucks on Woods Hole Road, but the garbage trucks in particular.  In response, 
Mr. Sayers also noted that, if the island’s waste were barged to New Bedford on 
Mr. Packer’s barges, it would be offloaded at his facility north of the New Bedford-
Fairhaven Bridge, which is a more suitable location than the New Bedford State 
Pier because it is located in an industrial area. 
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Potential Freight Service between  
New Bedford and Martha’s Vineyard: 

 
Mr. Davis reported that the staff recently had a meeting with State Senator 

Viriato deMacedo and members of the SMART (Southeastern Massachusetts 
Regional Transportation) group in which they discussed some of the challenges 
of starting a freight ferry service between New Bedford and Martha’s Vineyard.  
In addition, Mr. Davis said, the recent report issued by the New Bedford Port 
Authority indicates that it would prefer to have any freight ferry facility located 
at the City’s North Terminal, which is north of the New Bedford-Fairhaven Bridge 
that has been deemed to be functionally obsolete and needs to be repaired at an 
estimated cost of $40,000,000 or replaced at an estimated cost of $100,000,000.  
Nevertheless, Mr. Davis stated that the staff assured Senator deMacedo that the 
Authority is willing to continue to explore the feasibility of such a freight service 
and will listen to all interested parties on this matter. 

 
In response to a question from Mr. Jones, Mr. Sayers stated that Craig 

Johnson of Flagship Management cannot do anything with respect to identifying 
a potential operator to provide the freight ferry service until there is a suitable 
freight ferry facility in New Bedford.  In this regard, Mr. Sayers noted that, while 
the New Bedford State Pier might be made suitable for such a service relatively 
quickly, the City of New Bedford would like the State Pier to be used for other 
purposes, and the development of the North Terminal would be years away.  

 
Mr. Davis further reported that the staff also had met with a representative 

from MassDevelopment, which has taken over management of the New Bedford 
State Pier and is still evaluating its current and potential uses.  Mr. Davis also 
stated that MassDevelopment has recently received an engineering report on 
what it would cost to repair the State Pier, and that the report’s cost estimate is 
substantially higher than what Mr. Johnson had estimated those repairs would 
cost.  But Mr. Davis noted that, while MassDevelopment understands that the 
Authority is interested in exploring options for a freight ferry service by a private 
carrier from the State Pier, it first has to determine what the best uses are for 
that facility. 
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2019 Budget Policy Statement: 
 
Mr. Murphy then asked the Members to approve the staff’s proposed 2019 

Budget Policy Statement, which Mr. Murphy noted will set forth the guidelines 
the staff will use when preparing the Authority’s 2019 Operating Budget.  In this 
regard, Mr. Murphy observed that, if the proposed 2019 Budget Policy Statement 
is approved: 

 The operating budget’s projected revenues will be based primarily on 
actual traffic statistics for what will then be the most recent 12 months 
(August 2017 through July 2018), although historical traffic statistics will 
also be taken into account. 

 The projected vessel operating expenses will be based on the approved 
2019 Winter and Spring Operating Schedules and on the anticipated 2019 
Summer and Fall Operating Schedules the staff will be proposing over the 
next few months. 

 The staff will identify significant terminal repairs and maintenance that 
will be needed. 

 There are four vessels currently scheduled to be dry-docked during 2019 
(the M/V Martha’s Vineyard, the M/V Nantucket, the M/V Woods Hole and 
the M/V Gay Head). 

 For the most part, levels of employment will remain the same, but the 
budget will reflect a full year’s cost of the two new custodial positions, the 
two new landscaper positions, the new Communications Director, and 
staffing for the new Operations and Communications Center, and there 
may be other position changes as a result of the anticipated management 
consultant’s review of the Authority’s operations. 

 The Authority’s expected training expenses will take into account the 
continuation of a number of different training programs. 

 The Authority will continue to use information technology systems to 
improve customer service and reduce operating costs where possible.  
Specifically, the Authority will work to increase its presence on social 
media platforms and implement a dedicated mobile app, as well as the 
sweb.Wallet mobile ticketing app for smartphones and whatever other 
initiatives are undertaken as a result of the management consultant’s 
review of the Authority’s operations. 

 The budget’s fuel costs will continue to be based on either the then-current 
forecasts for oil prices during 2019 (plus the premium cost of the hedging 
program) or next year’s cap prices, whichever is lower.  Currently the 
barrel price of crude oil is trading in the $60-$70 range, while a year ago 
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it was trading in the $45-$50 range.  Although the Authority is a little 
behind in its hedging program, the staff anticipates that the Authority’s 
vessel fuel prices will be fully hedged for the entire 2019 calendar year by 
the time the Operating Budget is presented for approval in October 2018. 

 The budget will include a full year of depreciation for the new 
administrative office building and the cost of the M/V Martha’s Vineyard 
mid-life refurbishment. 

 Sufficient fund balances will be maintained to meet the Authority’s 
scheduled debt service requirements and to adequately fund cash 
transfers to the Replacement Fund in an amount not less than this year’s 
anticipated transfers of $9,417,000 but not to exceed the Authority’s 
projected depreciation expenses for 2018, which is currently estimated at 
$10,079,000. 

 
Mr. Murphy also noted that, in preparing a preliminary operating budget 

using these guidelines, the staff will be making all efforts to avoid the need for 
any additional rate increases.  After reporting that, at their meeting earlier this 
month, the Port Council had voted to recommend that the Members adopt the 
Budget Policy Statement as proposed, Mr. Murphy stated that, assuming that 
the Budget Policy Statement is adopted, the preliminary budget will be presented 
to the Members for discussion in September before the final version of the budget 
is approved in October. 
 

 In response to a question from Ms. Gladfelter, Mr. Davis stated that the 
M/V Martha’s Vineyard was scheduled to be dry-docked in 2019 because 
technically it was last dry-docked in 2017 and the staff attempts to dry-dock 
each vessel every other year, even though the United States Coast Guard 
requires the Authority to dry-dock its vessels only twice in five years (and no 
longer apart than three years).  Mr. Davis noted that this every-other-year dry-
docking schedule works out better for purposes of the Authority’s operating 
schedules, and it also helps ensure that the Authority is getting the full useful 
life out of each of its vessels.  In addition, Mr. Davis said, the staff attempts to 
have one of the larger passenger/vehicle ferries on each route dry-docked each 
year in order to smooth out each route’s cost of service on a year-to-year basis. 

 
IT WAS VOTED -- upon Ms. Gladfelter’s motion, seconded 
by Mr. Hanover -- to approve the 2019 Budget Policy 
Statement as proposed by management in Staff Summary 
#A-625, dated May 9, 2018. 
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 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Mr. Hanover     35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL   100 %    0 % 

 
 
 
 2017 Analysis of Rates versus the Cost of Service: 
 

Mr. Murphy summarized his analysis of the effectiveness of the Authority’s 
rate structure to cover each route’s cost of service for passengers, automobiles 
and trucks during 2017.  Mr. Murphy noted with respect to the Martha’s 
Vineyard route noted that: 

(a) In 2017, the cost of service increased by 7.9%, principally due to 
increases in the dry-dock expenses, the addition of the M/V Woods 
Hole, and higher terminal costs at the Woods Hole, Vineyard Haven and 
Oak Bluffs terminals. 

(b) The total number of trips operated increased by 279 in 2017, with 
resulted in an increase in total capacity and a decrease in the 
occupancy rate, although it remained just above 81%. 

(c) The estimated cost of a car-equivalent unit space was $55.09 in 2017, 
an 11.0% increase from 2016.  On average, automobiles covered 87.0% 
of their allocated cost of service, with excursion fare automobiles 
covering 35.9%.  By comparison, on average, trucks covered 103.4% of 
their allocated cost of service, with excursion fare trucks covering 
51.4%. 

 
With respect to the Nantucket Route, Mr. Murphy noted that: 

(a) In 2017, the cost of service was virtually the same as in 2016, with 
vessel operating expenses increasing by 3.4% (mainly due to the 
increased usage of the M/V Woods Hole on this route) and non-vessel 
operating expenses decreasing by 4.0%. 

(b) The total number of trips operated increased by 110 in 2017, which 
resulted in an increase in total capacity and a decrease in the 
occupancy rate, although it remained around 86%. 
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(c) The estimated cost of a car-equivalent unit space was $129.10 in 2017, 
a 1.5% decrease from 2016.  On average, automobiles covered 116.9% 
of their allocated cost of service, with excursion fare automobiles 
covering 41.7%.  By comparison, on average, trucks covered 89.8% of 
their allocated cost of service, with excursion fare trucks covering 
51.4%. 

 
 After Mr. Murphy noted that each island has paid for its own cost of service 
over the past ten years, Mr. Jones observed that automobiles carried on the 
Nantucket route continue to subsidize the cost of carrying freight trucks on that 
route.  Mr. Davis agreed, and stated that it was just the opposite on the Martha’s 
Vineyard route, with freight trucks subsidizing the cost of cars traveling on that 
route, and that standard fare vehicles carried on both routes subsidize vehicles 
traveling on excursion fares.  But Mr. Davis noted that these subsidies were the 
result of the Members’ decisions over the years regarding how each route’s cost 
of service is to be allocated among the Authority’s customers.   
 

Mr. Jones then asked whether the other Members were concerned about 
how the Authority’s cost of service was being allocated.  In response, Mr. Hanover 
stated that it was not a concern to him, observing that these policy decisions had 
been made long before he himself had become a Member and that he saw no 
reason to change them. 

 
Ms. Gladfelter asked Mr. Davis if he could provide the Members with the 

vehicle occupancy percentage rate for both routes during the winter and summer 
seasons, as opposed to a year-round average.  Mr. Davis stated that he would 
provide them with that information, although he said he would be surprised if 
the rate fluctuated very much from season to season, since the Authority scales 
back the amount of service it provides during the off-season so that its vessels 
can undergo their annual overhaul periods. 

 
 
Port Council’s Report: 

 
Mr. Huss reported that, at their meeting earlier this month, the Port 

Council had discussed almost everything that the Members have discussed 
today, including the following: 

 The improvements to the Authority’s website that now allows customers 
traveling on standby from Nantucket to see online where they are in the 
standby line so they don’t have to keep returning to the Nantucket 
terminal for each trip. 
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 The ticket selling improvements that Mr. Rozum implemented by assigning 
ticket sellers at the Thomas B. Landers Road parking lot, which Mr. Huss 
stated was an excellent way to reduce the lines of customers as well as 
their anxiety about getting tickets in time to catch the boat.  Now they can 
buy their tickets at the parking lot and get on the bus and relax. 

 The 2019 Budget Policy Statement, which Mr. Huss noted the Port Council 
had voted to recommend. 

 The Request for Proposals for a consulting firm to undertake a 
comprehensive review of the Authority’s operations.  In this regard, Mr. 
Huss noted that the Port Council had discussed whether the deadline for 
submitting proposals should be extended and that, although the Port 
Council did not come up with a recommendation, the majority of the Port 
Council members felt that the deadline should be maintained. 

 Josh Goldstein from the Mansion House asked whether it was possible for 
the Authority to take out some active advertising in the Boston and New 
York markets saying that the Authority is back in business and that all of 
the ferries are going to run as they have in the past. 

 
 
 

Evaluation Process for the General Manager: 
 

Mr. Sayers observed that the procedures the Members and Port Council 
are to follow when evaluating Mr. Davis’s performance over the past twelve 
months were described in a memorandum that he and Mr. Parent had sent to 
the Members and the Port Council on April 26, 2018, and that those procedures 
were the ones that the Members had adopted the previous year.  Mr. Sayers also 
noted that he had sent out evaluation forms in Word format to the Members and 
the Port Council, and that Mr. Davis has provided them with a description of the 
milestones he achieved with respect to each of his ten goals this past year. 
 
 
 
 Public Comment: 
 
 Woods Hole resident Nat Trumbull asked whether members of the public 
from the Authority’s port communities will have the opportunity to interact with 
the consultant who will be conducting a review of the Authority’s operations.  In 
response, Mr. Sayers stated that any such interaction would depend upon what 
is proposed by the consulting firm that will be conducting the review, and that 
the Authority had not yet seen any of the firms’ proposals.  Mr. Sayers also 
observed that the purpose of the review will be to look at specific areas of the 
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Authority’s operations and, in this regard, the Authority has advised potential 
proponents that it already has received a lot of feedback from the public about 
its operations, which it will make available to the consultant.  But Mr. Sayers 
noted that, if the consultant believes that it is appropriate to receive more 
feedback from the public, the consultant will be able to do that, as this will be 
an independent review and such decisions will be up to the consultant. 
 
 Mr. Trumbull then asked if it were possible to receive an audio recording 
of the Port Council’s monthly meetings.  In response, Mr. Sayers stated that the 
Authority has not taken any audio recordings of the Port Council’s meetings, and 
that it was up to the Port Council as to whether the Authority should record their 
meetings.  Accordingly, Mr. Sayers stated that he would ask the Port Council at 
their next meeting, although he noted that historically Port Council meetings 
have been more informal than Authority meetings, and that there is no legal 
obligation for the Authority to record any meetings, whether they be Authority 
or Port Council meetings.  Mr. Sayers also noted that draft minutes of the Port 
Council meetings are generally available later the same month and included in 
the meeting package of each Authority meeting, which is then posted to the 
Authority’s website in advance of that meeting. 

 
Josh Goldstein of the Mansion House thanked Mr. Huss for so accurately 

reporting on the statements he made at the Port Council meeting earlier this 
month, and he stated that he wanted to echo those comments again because his 
numbers were down a lot and what was happening here was frightening.  For 
that reason, Mr. Goldstein asked that the Authority immediately buy some air 
time and some page space in the Boston Globe and the New York Times to let 
people know that this great service which the Authority has provided for the past 
fifty years is back to where it should be.  Mr. Goldstein stated that the Authority 
needed to move or it is going to lose its August customers, which will then require 
the Authority to raise everyone’s rates and no one was going to win.  
 
 Woods Hole resident Phil Richardson stated that he enjoyed looking at the 
plot lines showing the truck traffic in one of the exhibits to the 2019 Budget 
Policy Statement, and that those lines show a 4.2% average annual growth in 
truck traffic between Woods Hole and Martha’s Vineyard over the past five years 
for a total growth of 20% during that period.  Mr. Richardson observed that, if 
that trend continues, the amount of the Authority’s truck traffic will double in 
twenty years, and he urged the Authority to deal with that.  But Mr. Richardson 
also noted that the legend of that exhibit states that the average annual growth 
in truck traffic was only 1.37%, which was wrong, and he stated that he hoped 
the Authority was using the real number, which was 4.2% per year. 
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Paulette Silva-Souza then stated that what the Authority had done for the 
summer in erecting tents at the Woods Hole terminal for customers to stand 
under while they wait to board the Authority’s ferries was phenomenal, but she 
expressed concern that the tents were only temporary and were only going to be 
there for six months.  Accordingly, Ms. Silva-Souza asked what the Authority will 
do for the commuters while they wait to board the ferries during the winter.  In 
response, Mr. Davis stated that the Authority’s architects were looking at 
alternative ways to erect a more permanent structure there for the next two years 
until it has to be removed during the reconstruction of Slip #1, and that they 
were trying to see how best the Authority can accommodate its customers and 
protect them from the elements. 

 
Woods Hole resident Phil Logan then asked what the next step is with 

respect to the study of the feasibility of barging Martha’s Vineyard municipal 
solid waste to New Bedford.  In response, Mr. Sayers stated that the staff hoped 
to meet with the Towns of Tisbury and Oak Bluffs, Bruno’s Rolloff, and Ralph 
Packer to see what their comments are with respect to the study and decide 
where to go from here.  Mr. Sayers observed that there are larger issues that 
have to be looked at as well, such as where the waste is going to be disposed of 
in the future, as the Towns’ contract with Crapo Hill Landfill expires in 2022.  
But Mr. Sayers noted that the Authority was only one player in this matter, that 
it is ultimately the Towns’ decision to do what they want to do with their waste, 
and that the Authority is attempting to provide the Towns with information so 
that they can make good decisions. 
 
 
 
 

Then, at approximately 5:13 p.m., Mr. Ranney entertained a motion to go 
into executive session to discuss and approve the minutes of the Authority’s 
meeting in executive session on April 23, 2018; to discuss the deployment of 
security personnel and devices, and strategies with respect thereto; to consider 
the purchase, lease and value of real property; and to discuss the Authority's 
strategy with respect to collective bargaining matters, because a public 
discussion of these matters may have a detrimental effect on the Authority’s 
negotiating and bargaining positions.  After announcing that these matters 
included: 

 Renewal of the Authority’s lease with Prime Properties Limited Partnership 
for the Authority’s Mashpee Reservation Office located at 509 Falmouth 
Road, Mashpee; 

 The potential acquisition of real property; and 
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 Negotiations with SEIU Local 888 for a new collective bargaining 
agreement for the Authority’s Reservation Clerks and other Customer 
Service Department employees. 

 
Mr. Ranney stated that the public disclosure of any more information with 
respect to these matters would compromise the purpose for which the executive 
session was being called.  Finally, Mr. Ranney announced that the Members 
would not reconvene in public after the conclusion of the executive session. 

 

 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Ms. Gladfelter’s motion, seconded 
by Mr. Hanover -- to go into executive session to discuss 
and approve the minutes of the Authority’s meeting in 
executive session on April 23, 2018; to discuss the 
deployment of security personnel and devices, and 
strategies with respect thereto; to consider the purchase, 
lease and value of real property; and to discuss the 
Authority's strategy with respect to collective bargaining 
matters. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Mr. Hanover     35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL   100 %    0 % 

 

 

 
 
 A TRUE RECORD   ____________________________________ 
      MARC N. HANOVER, Secretary 
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Documents and Exhibits Used at the 

 
June 12, 2018 Meeting in Public Session of the 

 
Woods Hole, Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority 

 
 
1. June 12, 2018 Meeting Memorandum, dated June 7, 2018. 

2. Video and Audio Recording Announcement. 

3. Remote Participation Announcement. 

4. Minutes of the April 23, 2018 Meeting in Public Session (draft). 

5. Minutes of the May 15, 2018 Meeting in Public Session (draft). 

6. Facsimile of Cape Cod Regional Transit Authority Check to the Woods 
Hole, Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority, dated June 
5, 2018, in the amount of $1,571,420.00 

7. Business Summary for the Month of April 2018. 

8. On-Time Performance Reports for May 2018 and June 1-7, 2018 for the 
Woods Hole, Vineyard Haven and Oak Bluffs Terminals. 

9. Staff Summary #OPER-2018-2, dated May 9, 2018 – Proposed 2019 
Winter and Spring Operating Schedules. 

10. Memorandum from General Counsel Steven M. Sayers to the Authority 
Members and Port Council Members, dated June 7, 2018 regarding the 
Process for Evaluating Proposals Received for Management Consulting 
Services to Undertake a Comprehensive Review of the SSA’s Operations, 
including its attachments, the Non-Price Evaluation Criteria, the 
Evaluation Form of Consulting Proposals, and the Client Contact Form for 
Contract No. 06-2018 

11. Staff Summary #HR-18-57, dated June 1, 2018 – July 2018 Proposed 
Salary Increases for Non-Union Personnel. 

12. Staff Summary #A-625, dated June 6, 2018 – 2019 Budget Policy 
Statement. 

13. Staff Summary #A-624, dated May 1, 2018 – 2017 Analysis of Rates versus 
Cost of Service. 

14. Minutes of the Port Council’s June 6, 2018 Meeting (draft). 

15. Statement to be Read Prior to Going into Executive Session. 





 

 

MINUTES 

OF THE 

WOODS HOLE, MARTHA’S VINEYARD 
AND NANTUCKET STEAMSHIP AUTHORITY 

 

The Meeting in Public Session 

June 19, 2018 

 The Members of the Woods Hole, Martha's Vineyard and Nantucket 
Steamship Authority met this 19th day of June, 2018, beginning at 9:30 a.m., 
in the second floor meeting room of the Authority’s Hyannis terminal, located at 
141 School Street, Hyannis, Massachusetts.  All five Members were present:  
Chairman Robert F. Ranney of Nantucket; Vice Chairman Robert R. Jones of 
Barnstable; Secretary Marc N. Hanover of Dukes County; Elizabeth H. Gladfelter 
of Falmouth; and Moira E. Tierney of New Bedford.  
 

Port Council Secretary Eric W. Shufelt of Barnstable was also present, as 
were the following members of management:  General Manager Robert B. Davis; 
Treasurer/Comptroller Gerard J. Murphy; General Counsel Designate Terence 
G. Kenneally; Procurement Officer Peggy Nickerson; and General Counsel Steven 
M. Sayers. 

 

 
Video and Audio Recording of Today’s Meeting: 
 
Mr. Ranney announced that Steve Baty of All Media Productions was 

making a video and audio recording of today’s meeting in public session for 
Martha’s Vineyard Community Television, also known as MVTV, and that other 
people in the audience were also making audio recordings of today’s meeting in 
public session. 

 
 
 
Updated Resolution Authorizing the Sale of Steamship Bonds: 

 
Mr. Murphy recounted how, in March 2018, the Members had adopted a 

Bond Resolution authorizing him to issue and sell on behalf of the Authority up 
to $18,000,000 of Steamship Bonds on a competitive basis no later than 
December 31, 2018 pursuant to an Official Notice of Sale, at a price not less than 
par and accrued interest, but he stated that there had been some blanks in the 
Bond Resolution for certain dates and amounts of payments because at that time 
the Authority did not know exactly what those payment dates and amounts 
would be.  However, Mr. Murphy said, the Authority’s bond counsel was now of 
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the opinion that an updated version of the Bond Resolution should be adopted 
with those blanks filled in, and he was asking that the Members do so today.  
Mr. Murphy also noted that he was now planning to sell the Steamship Bonds 
sometime during the last two weeks of July 2018. 

 
In response to a question from Mr. Hanover, Mr. Murphy stated that 

interest rates for bonds were rising and that it is now a little more expensive to 
issue bonds than it was in March 2018, but that he hoped to move quickly before 
the bond market deteriorates any more. 

 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Ms. Gladfelter’s motion, seconded 
by Mr. Hanover -- to adopt the updated Bond Resolution in 
substantially the form attached to Staff Summary #A-626, 
dated June 13, 2018, as recommended by management in 
that staff summary. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Mr. Hanover     35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL   100 %    0 % 

 
 
 
 Evaluation of Proposals for Management Consulting Services to 

Undertake a Comprehensive Review of the Authority’s Operations: 
 
Mr. Ranney stated that the Members would now evaluate the proposals 

the Authority has received to provide management consulting services to 
undertake a comprehensive review of the Authority’s operations and that, 
depending upon those evaluations, would potentially award a contract for those 
services.  Mr. Sayers then recounted how the Authority had issued a Request for 
Proposals (RFP) for those services on May 18, 2018 and also how it had received 
eight proposals in response to the RFP by 2:00 p.m. on June 12, 2018, which 
had been the deadline to submit them.  Mr. Sayers also noted that the Members 
now had the responsibility to evaluate each of the eight Consulting Proposals 
based on the non-price evaluation criteria set forth tin the RFP and to assign 
ratings to each Consulting Proposal with respect to each of those criteria.  In this 
regard, Mr. Sayers noted that, although the Members might rate a Consulting 
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Proposal to be “Unacceptable” with respect to an evaluation criterion, that would 
not render the proponent ineligible to be awarded the contract; rather, the 
Members could consider that “Unacceptable” rating when evaluating the 
Consulting Proposal with respect to all of the other criteria and assigning a 
composite rating to the proposal. 

 
Mr. Sayers also observed that the Members could have requested one or 

more of the proponents to make presentations regarding their proposals, but 
that such presentations would have had to have been scheduled for a later date.  
In any event, Mr. Sayers said, he had not received any requests from any of the 
Members for any presentations, so he was assuming that the Members would be 
evaluating all of the proposals today. 

 
Mr. Sayers then introduced Ms. Nickerson, the Authority’s Procurement 

Officer, and noted that the two of them had been responsible for contacting the 
proponents’ clients and answering the 57 questions the Authority had received 
from proponents about the RFP, which resulted in four addenda to the RFP being 
issued before the deadline for the submission of proposals on June 12, 2018.  In 
addition, Mr. Sayers said, Ms. Nickerson has with her the proponents’ Financial 
Proposals, which he noted no one has seen and will be opened only after the 
Members assign a composite rating to each of the Consulting Proposals. 
 
 
 Non-Price Evaluation Criterion A – Background Information: 
 
 Mr. Sayers then reviewed how the RFP requires each Consulting Proposal 
to be assigned a rating with respect to Evaluation Criterion A, “Background 
Information,” and stated that, based upon the RFP’s requirements and the 
information provided in their Consulting Proposals, he was recommending that 
FRS Europe Holding GmbH, HMS Consulting and Technical, Hudson Pacific 
Capital Partners, KPFF Consulting Engineers, McKinsey & Company and 
Alexander Proudfoot Company be assigned “Highly Advantageous” ratings for 
this criterion, as none of them, nor any person interested in any of their 
proposals, has been convicted or finally adjudicated of any of the offenses 
described in Section A of their Consulting Proposals, or has been the subject of 
a petition for bankruptcy, liquidation or reorganization within the last seven 
years, or is a Member, officer, employee or agent of the Authority.  Mr. Sayers 
noted, however, that McKinsey & Company was the only proponent who declined 
to identify the persons interested in its proposal (e.g., its officers and directors, 
as well as its stockholders who own more than 5% of the corporation’s 
outstanding shares of stock), saying that, “as a privately-held non-public 
company,” it “does not publish or provide this information to third parties.” 
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 In response to a question from Ms. Tierney, Mr. Sayers stated that, even 
though McKinsey & Company declined to identify who is interested in its 
proposal, he was still recommending that it be assigned a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating for this criterion, as McKinsey & Company had made an affirmative 
representation that no one interested in the proposal has been convicted or 
finally adjudicated of any of the offenses described in Section A of it Consulting 
Proposal, or has been the subject of a petition for bankruptcy, liquidation or 
reorganization within the last seven years, or is a Member, officer, employee or 
agent of the Authority.  Mr. Sayers stated that, while there may be some doubt 
with respect to whether McKinsey & Company should be assigned this rating, he 
felt that the Authority should give proponents the benefit of the doubt in these 
types of situations so that they are not excluded from consideration or unduly 
penalized for not providing all of the information required by the RFP.  
 
 Mr. Sayers then stated that, based upon the information provided by Ernst 
& Young, he was recommending that it be assigned an “Advantageous” rating 
for this criterion because, while neither it nor any person interested in its 
proposal has been the subject of a petition for bankruptcy, liquidation or 
reorganization within the last seven years, or is a Member, officer, employee or 
agent of the Authority, Ernst & Young has stated that it has been convicted or 
finally adjudicated of one or more of the offenses described in Section A of its 
Consulting Proposal.  Mr. Sayers observed that, based upon Ernst & Young’s 
explanation – namely, that “Ernst & Young LLP, as is true of all major accounting 
firms, is involved in litigation in the normal course of our professional activities; 
some of those matters may have involved allegations of breach of contract.  We 
are not aware of any matter which is relevant to, or would have a material impact 
on, the ability of the firm to continue serving its clients.”  – it appeared that those 
adjudications were relatively minor and explainable.   

 
Finally, Mr. Sayers stated that he was recommending that Foss Maritime 

Company be assigned an “Unacceptable” rating for this criterion because one 
of its Team Members on its proposal, Michael L. Collyer, is the President and 
Principal Surveyor of Marine Safety Consultants, Inc., which through its wholly-
owned subsidiary, Maritime Claims Associates, LLC, is an agent of the Authority 
because it provides the Authority with Jones Act crew injury claim management 
and passenger claim investigations. 
 
 Mr. Ranney asked the Members whether any of them had any different 
thoughts with respect to any of the ratings that Mr. Sayers was recommending 
be assigned to the proponents for their Background Information (Evaluation 
Criterion A), and no one expressed any disagreement with any of Mr. Sayers’s 
recommendations. 
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 Non-Price Evaluation Criteria B, C and D – Vessel Operations 

and Fleet Maintenance Consulting Experience, Management 
Structure Consulting Experience, and Public Communications 
and Information Technology Systems Consulting Experience: 

 
 Mr. Sayers then noted that, for Evaluation Criteria B, C and D, namely, 
each proponent’s vessel operations and fleet maintenance consulting experience 
(Evaluation Criterion B), management structure consulting experience 
(Evaluation Criterion C) and public communications and information technology 
systems consulting experience (Evaluation Criterion D), the Authority had 
essentially used the same basis for evaluating what rating should be assigned to 
each proponent, namely: 

 Highly Advantageous if the proponent has provided that type of 
consulting services on at least three occasions over the past five years, 
including such services for operators of vehicle/passenger ferries or other 
public transportation providers, and the proponent’s three most recent 
clients for whom those services have been provided were satisfied with the 
services. 

 Advantageous if the proponent has provided that type of consulting 
services on at least three occasions over the past five years and the 
proponent’s three most recent clients for whom those services have been 
provided were satisfied with the services. 

 Not Advantageous if the proponent has provided that type of consulting 
services on fewer than three occasions over the past five years and the 
majority of the proponent’s three most recent clients for whom those 
services have been provided were satisfied with the services. 

 Unacceptable if the proponent has provided that type of consulting 
services on fewer than three occasions over the past five years and the 
majority of the proponent’s three most recent clients for whom those 
services have been provided were not satisfied with the services. 

 
Mr. Sayers stated that, in order for the Authority to be able to determine 

whether each proponent’s three most recent clients were satisfied with the 
proponent’s services, the RFP had instructed the proponents to list those clients 
and to provide their contact information.  Mr. Sayers noted that this process was 
similar to providing references and that none of the proponents had objected to 
providing the information, or questioned the need for providing the information, 
or indicated that they would have any trouble providing the information.  Never-
theless, Mr. Sayers said, five of the proponents did not provide the required 
information about their clients.  Specifically, Mr. Sayers stated that: 
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 Ernst & Young provided generic descriptions of eight of its clients and the 
areas in which it provided consulting services for them, but stated that, 
due to the public nature of this proposal, it would appreciate it if it can 
share the information confidentially to the Authority’s evaluation 
committee during the subsequent rounds in the review cycle. 

 FRS Europe Holding GmbH provided sufficient information about its 
consulting services for specific clients, but it did not provide any contact 
information for them because it is not allowed to publish any personal data 
from its external clients.  However, FRS also stated that if the Authority 
would like to get in contact with one of its clients, to please let FRS know. 

 Hudson Pacific Capital Partners stated that references will be provided 
upon request, and only provided a sampling of previous consulting 
assignments by the proponent’s team members. 

 McKinsey & Company stated that as a matter of policy it does not disclose 
the names of its previous or current clients without their explicit approval, 
and that as a basic policy it does not make public client names without 
their permission. 

 Alexander Proudfoot Company provided the names of clients for whom 
it has provided consulting services in each of the designated categories, 
but stated that the clients’ contact information will be provided only if it is 
selected as a finalist for the contract, saying that it must keep its client 
information confidential until that time. 

 
Accordingly, Mr. Sayers observed that these three evaluation criteria are 

now somewhat compromised and that the Members may want to give these 
criteria less weight during the evaluation process.  On the other hand, Mr. Sayers 
said, such a decision may be perceived as being unfair to the three proponents 
who did provide the required contact information for their clients.  Mr. Sayers 
stated that he and Ms. Nickerson both had talked with representatives from the 
Office of the Inspector General, who advised them that, while the Authority 
should not hesitate to reject these five proposals if it so desired, the Authority 
was not required to do so, and that an alternative would be to assign each of 
those proposals an “Unacceptable” rating with respect to each of these evaluation 
criteria.  Therefore, Mr. Sayers advised the Members that his and Ms. Nickerson’s 
recommendation was to assign each of those five proposals an “Unacceptable” 
rating with respect to each of these three evaluation criteria. 

 
Mr. Hanover stated that he was not sure the Authority should assign each 

of these proponents an “Unacceptable” rating with respect to each of these three 
evaluation criteria, noting that it was the proponents’ policy to keep information 
about their clients confidential and that a lot of clients do not want the public to 
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know that they are using management consultants.  But Ms. Gladfelter observed 
that the proponents could have brought this to the Authority’s attention before 
the deadline for submitting proposals and Ms. Tierney agreed, saying that she 
thought the Authority has to assign them an “Unacceptable” rating with respect 
to these evaluation criteria, no matter who the proponents are, because they did 
not adequately respond to the RFP. 

 
Mr. Hanover agreed with Ms. Tierney, but stated that he would give those 

evaluation criteria less weight in the evaluation process because it is obviously 
the policy of a lot of consulting firms to keep information about their clients 
confidential.  In response, Ms. Tierney noted that reasonable minds could differ 
on that point, but that she would not give those criteria less weight regardless 
who the proponents are or what their policies are.  To the contrary, Ms. Tierney 
said, she felt it should carry a lot of weight that these proponents simply decided 
not to provide the Authority with the required information without even asking 
for a confidentiality agreement. 
 
 Mr. Jones agreed, observing that proponents are required to answer every 
question in an RFP the same way, and that the Authority did not say that 
providing client information was optional, but rather that it was requirement.  
While Mr. Jones acknowledged that it was the proponents’ prerogative not to 
provide the information, he stated that the Authority has to downgrade their 
ratings accordingly.  In this regard, Mr. Jones noted that the Authority asked for 
this information to be able to contact the proponents’ clients and find out what 
they feel about the quality of the proponents’ services.  Without this information, 
Mr. Jones said, the Authority’s evaluation is based just on what is contained in 
the proponents’ written proposals with nobody verifying whether the proponents 
really are as great as they say they are.  Therefore, Mr. Jones stated that he has 
assigned “Unacceptable” ratings to each of those five proponents with respect to 
these three evaluation criteria, saying that it seemed to him that some attention 
to detail is required if these proponents want to do consulting work for the 
Authority. 
 
 Ms. Gladfelter then stated that she agreed completely with all of those 
comments, observing that the proponents had the opportunity to ask questions 
and, if they had a concern about the confidentiality of their client information, 
they could have asked whether there was another way for them to provide that 
information.  But Ms. Gladfelter noted that they did not do so and, as a result, 
they did not even make it over the first hurdle.  Ms. Tierney agreed, noting that 
it was the Authority who was doing the hiring here, not the consulting firms. 
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 Mr. Ranney asked the Members whether any of them had any different 
thoughts with respect to any of the ratings that Mr. Sayers was recommending 
be assigned to those five proponents for Evaluation Criteria B, C and D, and no 
one expressed any disagreement with any of Mr. Sayers’s recommendations.  In 
this regard, Mr. Sayers noted that the Members could discuss later what weight 
should be given to those ratings, observing that there is no relative weighting of 
any of these evaluation criteria and that the Members may discount some of 
them if they so choose.  Mr. Sayers also noted that there is no mathematical 
formula or mechanical process to be used when evaluating the proposals, and 
that the important thing was for the Members to explain the reasons for making 
their decisions. 
 
 Mr. Sayers then reported that he and Ms. Nickerson had contacted clients 
of Foss Maritime Company, HMS Consulting and Technical and KPFF Consulting 
Engineers first by email and then by telephone; and that, based upon their 
conversations with those clients, he was recommending the following with 
respect to the ratings the Members may want to assign those proponents for 
Evaluation Criteria B, C and D. 
 
 
Foss Maritime Company: 
 

Mr. Sayers stated that, at the outset, there was a question as to whether 
Foss Maritime provides management consulting services, but that there was no 
question that it is a huge outfit in the maritime industry which itself provides 
extensive transportation services, completing major sealifts and bulk transfer 
operations with barges and tugs for companies such as ExxonMobil, Fluor, Tech 
Resources Limited.  Mr. Sayers also noted that one of Foss’s customers made a 
rather persuasive argument that Foss’s broad range of experience should entitle 
it to be considered in this process, saying that Foss essentially engages in 
management consulting with respect to each project it undertakes.  In addition, 
Mr. Sayers said, the customer pointed out that Foss has a very well designed 
management system of its own, with very qualified people who are experts in 
maritime operations and marine logistics, and that it also has a great culture 
and is very responsive.  In this regard, Mr. Sayers noted that the client had no 
reservation at all about endorsing Foss for a project such as the Authority’s. 
 

But Mr. Sayers stated that he felt Foss provided insufficient information 
upon which to conclude that its services have included vehicle/passenger ferries 
or other public transportation providers.  Therefore, Mr. Sayers stated that he 
ordinarily would recommend that Foss Maritime be assigned an “Advantageous” 
rating with respect to its Vessel Operations and Fleet Maintenance Consulting 
Experience (Evaluation Criterion B), and its Management Structure Consulting 
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Experience (Evaluation Criterion C), the Members could also give Foss the benefit 
of the doubt and assign it a “Highly Advantageous” rating in this category. 
 

Mr. Sayers then observed that Foss similarly relies exclusively on its own 
experience for its public communications and information technology systems 
consulting experience, and says that it is prepared to share these best practices 
with the Authority.  But Mr. Sayers stated that, in his opinion, its description is 
not specific enough to warrant equating it with providing consulting services on 
specific public communications or information technology systems projects, and 
that Foss’s experience in these areas does not appear to be the reason why any 
of its customers have hired it for their marine transportation needs.  Therefore, 
Mr. Sayers stated that he would recommend that Foss Maritime be assigned a 
“Not Advantageous” rating with respect to its Public Communications and 
Information Technology Systems Consulting Experience (Evaluation Criterion 
D). 
 
 
HMS Consulting and Technical: 
 

Mr. Sayers reported that all of the clients of HMS Consulting and Technical 
and its proposed subcontractor on this project, Glosten Associates, spoke very 
highly of them, saying that they are a very powerful team, have a lot of good 
people, and are there when you need them.  Mr. Sayers also noted that one client, 
the Trust for Governor’s Island, is using them as its Owner’s Representative in a 
shipyard during the construction of a new ferry, including the handling of all of 
the reviews and change orders, and says that things are going well, that they 
have done a lot of troubleshooting, and that the Trust is generally very happy 
with their services.  Mr. Sayers observed that HMS also has provided these types 
of services to its affiliate, HMS Ferries, which is also responsible for ferry services 
in Jacksonville, Florida, Mobile Bay in Alabama, and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 
and as one might expect they are happy with their affiliate’s services as well. 
 

Therefore, Mr. Sayers said, based upon the ferry-related projects described 
in its proposal and the feedback he has gotten from its clients, he was recom-
mending that HMS Consulting and Technical be assigned a “Highly Advanta-
geous” rating with respect to its Vessel Operations and Fleet Maintenance 
Consulting Experience (Evaluation Criterion B), and its Management Structure 
Consulting Experience (Evaluation Criterion C). 
 

Mr. Sayers then reported that the clients for HMS’s other proposed 
subcontractor, Rigor Analytics, on which HMS is relying for its experience in 
public information and information technology systems consulting, have not yet 
responded to our requests to talk with them.  But Mr. Sayers observed that this 
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is not HMS’s fault and, based upon his conversations with HMS’s other clients, 
as well as the detailed description in its proposal of the public communications 
and IT systems consulting projects Rigor Analytics has performed, in his opinion, 
it would be reasonable to assign HMS an “Advantageous” rating with respect to 
its Public Communications and Information Technology Systems Consulting 
Experience (Evaluation Criterion D). 
 
 Ms. Gladfelter observed that the issue with respect to HMS’s rating for 
Evaluation Criterion D was whether it should be assigned a “Highly Advanta-
geous” rating or only an “Advantageous” rating because, while Rigor Analytics 
has provided consulting services with clients in the maritime industry, including 
cruise lines, its clients did not provide public transportation.  Ms. Tierney stated 
that she felt HMS should be assigned a “Highly Advantageous” rating in this 
category because of the impressive credentials of the individual who is going to 
oversee that aspect of the review and the fact that they have provided consulting 
services to global travel and hospitality companies.  Mr. Hanover agreed, and the 
Members decided instead to assign HMS a “Highly Advantageous” rating for 
Evaluation Criterion D. 
 
 
KPFF Consulting Engineers: 
 

Mr. Sayers then reported that the two clients of KPFF Consulting 
Engineers and its proposed subcontractor, Elliott Bay Design Group, whom he 
and Ms. Nickerson had been able to contact similarly spoke very highly of them, 
saying that they had done a great job and are highly recommended.  
Interestingly, Mr. Sayers said, they had developed an entire business plan for a 
new ferry service for Kitsap Transit, including all aspects of the ferry service 
(operations, maintenance, management, et cetera), and they are also serving as 
Kitsap’s Owner’s Representative in the shipyard for the construction of its new 
ferries.  Therefore, Mr. Sayers stated that, based upon the ferry-related projects 
described in its proposal and the feedback he has gotten from its clients, he was 
recommending that KPFF Consulting Engineers be assigned a “Highly 
Advantageous” rating with respect to its Vessel Operations and Fleet Mainten-
ance Consulting Experience (Evaluation Criterion B), and its Management 
Structure Consulting Experience (Evaluation Criterion C). 
 

However, Mr. Sayers stated that he was unable to conclude from KPFF’s 
proposal that it and its other proposed subcontractor, IBI Group, have provided 
consulting services regarding public communications and information techno-
logy systems for other organizations on at least three occasions over the past five 
years.  Therefore, Mr. Sayers stated that he was recommending that KPFF 
Consulting Engineers be assigned a “Not Advantageous” rating with respect to 
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its Public Communications and Information Technology Systems Consulting 
Experience (Evaluation Criterion D), although he noted that the Members may 
want to give KPFF the benefit of the doubt in this category because it clearly had 
provided consulting services on at least three occasion even though it was 
unclear when those services had been provided.  In response, Mmes. Tierney and 
Gladfelter and Mr. Jones stated that they would indeed give KPFF the benefit of 
the doubt in this instance and, accordingly, the Members decided instead to 
assign KPFF an “Advantageous” rating for Evaluation Criterion D. 
 
 
 Non-Price Evaluation Criterion G – 
 Proposed Contract Without Financial Information: 
 

Mr. Sayers then recounted how the RFP also had instructed proponents to 
provide the Authority with their proposed contracts for the provision of their 
consulting services (not including their proposed Total Contract Prices or any 
other financial information) so that the Authority could assign ratings to those 
proposed contracts depending upon whether they would impose any undue 
obligations on the Authority or contained any unreasonable provisions which are 
not generally accepted contract terms in the consulting industry or even 
unreasonable provisions that the Authority, as a public governmental entity, 
should not accept.  Nevertheless, Mr. Sayers said, three of the proponents did 
not provide their proposed contracts, and instead: 

 Ernst & Young appears to have overlooked this requirement as it stated 
that, if the Authority prefers, it can provide its draft contract for the 
Authority’s consideration.  It also stated that it would anticipate a draft 
contract to include terms such as limitation of liability, insurance, 
intellectual property protections, termination and force majeure, to name 
a few; that its proposal is contingent on the execution of a mutually 
satisfactory engagement agreement; and that it expects to resolve any open 
items related to engagement terms to the parties’ mutual satisfaction.  

 McKinsey & Company stated that, while it would seek to sign and abide 
by the terms of the contract with the Authority if it is successful in being 
awarded this engagement, it requires its clients not to use its name in any 
communication with any third party, or disclose its work products to any 
third party, or the terms of its proposals or engagements (including 
commercial arrangements) to any third party, without its prior permission, 
although in those cases when disclosure from either side may be 
appropriate, it will discuss this first and only proceed if agreement is 
reached.  McKinsey & Company also requested that the Authority hold it 
harmless and indemnify it, including legal costs, except to the extent its 
damages are found to have resulted from its gross negligence or willful 
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misconduct, and stated that either party should have the freedom to 
terminate the relationship at any time if it becomes evident that the 
potential value of the work does not warrant further effort and, in that 
event, only the professional fees and costs incurred to that date will be 
billed. 

 Alexander Proudfoot Company appears to have overlooked this 
requirement. 

 
Accordingly, Mr. Sayers stated that he was recommending that these three 

proponents be assigned an “Unacceptable” rating for Evaluation Criterion G 
(Proposed Contract Without Financial Information). 
 
 Mr. Jones then asked Mr. Sayers whether, if the Authority were to award 
the contract to McKinsey & Company, it could agree under the Open Meeting 
Law and the Public Records Law not to divulge anything about its contract to 
third parties, observing that the Authority has to have the freedom to disclose 
whatever it receives from McKinsey & Company and that he did not believe that 
anything the Authority was doing was confidential.  Mr. Sayers agreed, noting 
that the Authority is subject to both of those laws and there is no exception that 
would allow the Authority to not disclose its contract or any other financial 
arrangements with McKinsey & Company, or even the proposal it has received 
from McKinsey & Company. 
 
 Mr. Sayers then advised the Members what ratings he was recommending 
be assigned to the other proponents for Evaluation Criterion G, as follows: 

 Mr. Sayers stated that, although he stated that he would recommend 
negotiating changes to a few terms and conditions contained in Foss 
Maritime Company’s proposed contract, he did not feel that its proposed 
Contract imposed any undue obligations on the Authority or contain any 
unreasonable provisions which are not generally accepted contract terms 
in the consulting industry.  Accordingly, Mr. Sayers stated that he was 
recommending that Foss Maritime Company be assigned a “Highly 
Advantageous” rating for Evaluation Criterion G (Proposed Contract 
Without Financial Information). 

 Mr. Sayers stated that he similarly would recommend negotiating changes 
to a few terms and conditions contained in FRS Europe Holding GmbH’s 
proposed contract, particularly the provision that would allow FRS to 
terminate the contract at any time, with or without cause, upon thirty days 
written notice while still being entitled to be paid for all service performed 
and expenses incurred up through the termination date pro rata temporis.  
Mr. Sayers noted that this essentially would allow FRS to be paid under 
the contract while relieving it of any obligation to provide the Authority 
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with any reports or recommendations that ordinarily would be provided 
upon the completion of the consultancy.  Mr. Sayers observed that, 
because this proposed provision is unduly one-sided in favor of FRS, he 
was recommending that FRS Europe Holding GmbH be assigned an 
“Advantageous” rating for Evaluation Criterion G (Proposed Contract 
Without Financial Information). 

 Mr. Sayers stated that he similarly would recommend negotiating changes 
to a few terms and conditions contained in HMS Consulting and Tech-
nical’s proposed contract, particularly the provisions that would limit 
HMS’s liability to no more than $50,000 (rather than to no more than the 
amount of fees paid to HMS) and would require the Authority to indemnify 
HMS from any third-party claims for injury, losses, expenses or fees 
arising out of or related to the services under the contract.  Mr. Sayers 
observed that, because these proposed provisions contain undue 
obligations on the Authority and/or are unduly one-sided in favor of HMS, 
he was recommending that HMS Consulting and Technical be assigned 
a “Not Advantageous” rating for Evaluation Criterion G (Proposed 
Contract Without Financial Information). 

 Mr. Sayers stated that he similarly would recommend negotiating changes 
to a few terms and conditions contained in Hudson Pacific Capital 
Partners’ proposed contract, particularly the provision that would allow 
Hudson Pacific to terminate the Contract upon thirty days written notice 
while presumably still being entitled to be paid for all service performed 
and expenses incurred up through the termination date.  Mr. Sayers 
observed that this essentially would allow Hudson Pacific to be paid under 
the contract while relieving it of any obligation to provide the Authority 
with any reports or recommendations that ordinarily would be provided 
upon the completion of the consultancy.  Mr. Sayers noted that Hudson 
Pacific’s proposed indemnification language is too broad, in that it would 
obligate the Authority to indemnify Hudson Pacific for all obligations, 
costs, claims, losses and expenses arising from the contract unless 
Hudson Pacific is adjudged to be guilty of willful misconduct or gross 
negligence by a court of competent jurisdiction.  Mr. Sayers stated that, 
because these proposed provisions contain undue obligations on the 
Authority and/or are unduly one-sided in favor of Hudson Pacific, he was 
recommending that Hudson Pacific Capital Partners be assigned a “Not 
Advantageous” rating for Evaluation Criterion G (Proposed Contract 
Without Financial Information). 

 Mr. Sayers stated that, while he would recommend negotiating changes to 
a few terms and conditions contained in KPFF Consulting Engineers’ 
proposed contract, it does not impose any undue obligations on the 
Authority or contain any unreasonable provisions which are not generally 
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accepted contract terms in the consulting industry.  Therefore, Mr. Sayers 
said, he was recommending that KPFF Consulting Engineers be assigned 
a “Highly Advantageous” rating for Evaluation Criterion G (Proposed 
Contract Without Financial Information). 

 
Finally, Mr. Sayers noted that, even though he was recommending that 

certain proponents be assigned only an “Advantageous” or “Not Advantageous” 
rating for Evaluation Criterion G because of certain provisions contained in their 
proposed contracts, it did not mean that the Authority would not be able to 
negotiate those provisions.  Rather, Mr. Sayers said, if the Members were to 
award a contract to any of those proponents, the award should be conditioned 
on the successful negotiation of those provisions out of the contract. 
 

Mr. Ranney asked the Members whether any of them had any different 
thoughts with respect to any of the ratings that Mr. Sayers was recommending 
be assigned to the proponents for Evaluation Criterion G, and no one expressed 
any disagreement with any of Mr. Sayers’s recommendations.  Mr. Sayers then 
noted that it was now up to the Members to evaluate the Consulting Proposals 
with respect to the last two evaluation criteria, namely, the proponents’ proposed 
performance of their vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management 
structure consulting services and their proposed performance of their public 
communications and information technology systems consulting services, which 
will involve an evaluation so the proponents’ schemes for analyzing and making 
recommendations to improve the Authority’s operations, and the qualifications 
and experience of the key individuals who will be providing those services. 
 

 At this time (approximately 10:29 a.m.), the meeting stood in recess until 
the Members reconvened the meeting at approximately 10:37 a.m. 
 
 
 Non-Price Evaluation Criterion E –  

Proposed Performance of Vessel Operations, Fleet  
Maintenance and Management Structure Consulting Services: 

and 

Non-Price Evaluation Criterion F – 
Proposed Performance of Public Communications and 
Information Technology Systems Consulting Services: 

 
 Mr. Ranney stated that the Members would now evaluate the Consulting 
Proposals to determine what ratings should be assigned to the proposals for 
Evaluation Criteria E and F based upon each proponent’s proposal performance 
of its consulting services with respect to the Authority’s vessel operations, fleet 
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maintenance and management structure consulting services, and with respect 
to the Authority’s public communications and information technology systems. 
 
 
Ernst & Young: 
 
 With respect to Ernst & Young’s proposed performance of its vessel 
operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting services 
(Evaluation Criterion E), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that, although Ernst & Young’s proposal contained a 
lot of boilerplate, he liked their timeline and found the proposal quite 
attractive.  For those reasons, Mr. Hanover stated that he had given Ernst 
& Young a “Highly Advantageous” rating. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that, while Ernst & Young had given a summary of 
their understanding of the Authority’s operations, they demonstrated a 
lack of understanding of the stakeholders and, further, there was no 
acknowledgement of island residents or gateway communities.  In 
addition, Ms. Gladfelter said, Ernst & Young focused on the Authority’s 
problems in March and April 2018, when she felt the study should be 
aimed at improving the Authority’s operations overall.  Ms. Gladfelter also 
noted that Ernst & Young’s proposal did not make it clear who was actually 
going to be doing the work and what kinds of data will be gathered or how 
they will be gathered.  Finally, Ms. Gladfelter stated that while the 
biographies in their proposal indicate that Ernst & Young has extensive 
management experience, there is no strong indication that they 
understand ferry operations in their full complexity; they have a poor 
understanding of the Authority in particular, which could bias any 
observations made during the study; and there was not a sense of strength 
in either vessel operations or fleet maintenance.  Therefore, Ms. Gladfelter 
stated that she had given Ernst & Young a “Not Advantageous” rating. 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he tended to agree with Ms. Gladfelter on most of 
her points, and that he also questioned why Ernst & Young had listed the 
food service employees on the vessels as stakeholders and then failed to 
mention anything about Nantucket at all.  Accordingly, Mr. Ranney stated 
that he had given Ernst & Young a “Not Advantageous” rating.  

 Mr. Jones stated that, while Ernst & Young undoubtedly is skilled in many 
areas, their proposal offers little supporting evidence that this is their forte.  
In addition, Mr. Jones said, the RFP asked for a detailed, logical and highly 
efficient scheme for analyzing and making recommendations to improve 
the Authority’s operations, and he did not feel this detail was provided.  
Rather, Mr. Jones stated that he had to read between the lines of the 
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proposal to decipher the specifics and then evaluate how Ernst & Young 
will meet the Authority’s needs.   Accordingly, Mr. Jones stated that he 
had given Ernst & Young a “Not Advantageous” rating. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she also had given Ernst & Young a “Not Advanta-
geous” rating, observing that they actually have not provided the Authority 
with any proposal at all.  

 
In addition, Mr. Shufelt read Tisbury Port Council member George Balco’s 

comments about Ernst & Young’s proposal, namely, that it has a good time line 
of eight weeks and that it was a detailed proposal although some of it is not 
relevant.  In this regard, Mr. Shufelt observed that Mr. Balco appeared to be 
giving Ernst & Young’s proposal a low “Advantageous” rating or a “Not Advanta-
geous” rating, and that would be his recommendation as well. 

 
Ms. Tierney then asked whether the staff had any recommendation with 

respect to Ernst & Young’s proposal.  In response, Mr. Sayers stated that the 
staff was not making any recommendations with respect to what rating should 
be assigned to any proposal for either Evaluation Criterion E or Evaluation 
Criterion F. 
 
 After Mr. Hanover stated that he would defer to the other Members’ rating 
of Ernst & Young’s proposal, Mr. Jones observed that it was hard to decipher 
from Ernst & Young’s proposal exactly what they would do and that he did not 
think their proposal was well spelled out.  Mr. Ranney then announced that it 
appeared that the Members’ blended rating of Ernst & Young’s proposal for 
Evaluation Criterion E – its proposed performance of its vessel operations, fleet 
maintenance and management structure consulting services – was “Not 
Advantageous.”   
 
 With respect to Ernst & Young’s proposed performance of its public 
communications and information technology systems consulting services 
(Evaluation Criterion F), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he had given Ernst & Young a “Highly 
Advantageous” rating in this category, as page 10 of their proposal 
indicated that they understand exactly what the Authority needs to correct 
its website performance issues and the inaccurate and insufficient 
information which is being given to the public. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given Ernst & Young a “Not 
Advantageous” rating for the same reasons she had given for her rating of 
their proposal for Evaluation Criterion E.  Ms. Gladfelter noted that Ernst 
& Young has a lack of understanding of the Authority’s operations and 
that, while they gave a summary and offer an approach that is not bad, 
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she believes it is important to understand who the stakeholders are.  In 
addition, Ms. Gladfelter said, she was not sure who would be doing the 
work 

 Mr. Ranney stated that, once again, he agreed with Ms. Gladfelter and that 
he had more or less the same comments.  Accordingly, Mr. Ranney stated 
that he had given Ernst & Young a “Not Advantageous” rating.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he agreed with Mr. Hanover and had given Ernst & 
Young a “Highly Advantageous” rating.  Mr. Jones noted that he felt Ernst 
& Young is an expert in the field and has shown several companies who 
have engaged this firm how to improve the systems. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given Ernst & Young a “Not Advantageous” 
rating, saying that she thought they had given a cookie cutter approach 
without discussing any of the Authority’s specific problems or identifying 
enough with the Authority’s RFP. 

 
After Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given Ernst & Young’s proposal an 

“Advantageous” rating, Mr. Ranney announced that it appeared that the 
Members’ blended rating of Ernst & Young’s proposal for Evaluation Criterion F 
– its proposed performance of its public communications and information 
technology systems consulting services – was “Advantageous.”   
 
 
Foss Maritime Company: 
 
 With respect to Foss Maritime Company’s proposed performance of its 
vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion E), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he did not care for Foss’s proposal, that it is an 
operator and not a consultant, and that he did not believe Foss has a 
separate division for consulting.  For those reasons, Mr. Hanover stated 
that he had given Foss a “Not Advantageous” rating. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she also had given Foss a “Not Advantageous” 
rating because, while Foss has experience with a good variety of marine 
vessel operations, it has limited experience with operating a ferry system 
and considering the various stakeholders and both the similarities and 
differences in ferry routes.  Ms. Gladfelter observed that the Foss’s 
proposal did not make it clear who from Foss would be involved in the 
project and whether the study would be conducted entirely through the 
review of materials and interviews.  In addition, Ms. Gladfelter said, Foss’s 
focus appeared to be primarily on the incidents from March and April 
2018, as opposed to reviewing the Authority’s systems overall, and that 
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the proposal’s lack of a consistent format make it difficult to evaluate the 
qualifications of those who will be involved. 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given Foss an “Advantageous” rating 
because its proposal described a detailed approach with a focus on vessel 
operations and fleet maintenance.  While Mr. Ranney acknowledged that 
Foss’s proposal did not address the Authority’s management structure, he 
stated that he had given Foss the benefit of the doubt in this category.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he had given Foss an “Unacceptable” rating, saying 
that Foss’s proposal does not address how it will perform its consulting 
services in these areas. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that, in her opinion, Foss’s proposal lacked specificity 
and that she had given it a “Not Advantageous” rating.  Ms. Tierney also 
noted that a reference in the proposal to some oil samples indicated a “cut-
and-paste” problem with the proposal. 

 
In addition, Mr. Shufelt read Mr. Balco’s comments about Foss Maritime 

Company’s proposal, namely, that Foss has done work for the Authority in the 
past, that it is basically an operator and not a consultant, and that its time line 
is okay.  Mr. Shufelt stated that he similarly had given Foss’s proposal a “Not 
Advantageous” rating because it is an operator and not a consultant.   

 
Mr. Ranney then announced that it appeared that the Members’ blended 

rating of Foss Maritime Company’s proposal for Evaluation Criterion E – its 
proposed performance of its vessel operations, fleet maintenance and 
management structure consulting services – was “Not Advantageous.”   
 
 With respect to Foss Maritime Company’s proposed performance of its 
public communications and information technology systems consulting services 
(Evaluation Criterion F), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he had given Foss a “Not Advantageous” rating in 
this category. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given Foss a “Not Advantageous” rating 
for the same reasons she had given for her rating of its proposal for 
Evaluation Criterion E.   

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given Foss an “Unacceptable” rating 
because there was no direct mention in its proposal of a plan for public 
communications or information technologies consulting.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he had given Foss an “Advantageous” rating 
because, according to the proposal, it is highly versed in information 
technology systems and works with clients and industry to develop 
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accurate and cost-effective compliance, optimized performance and 
operation efficiency for shore side as well as marine assets.  But Mr. Jones 
noted that no examples were given in the proposal. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given Foss an “Unacceptable” rating 
because its proposal did not address communications or information 
technologies at all. 

 
After Mr. Shufelt stated that he and Mr. Balco had given Foss’s proposal a 

“Not Advantageous” rating as well, Mr. Ranney announced that it appeared that 
the Members’ blended rating of Foss Maritime Company’s proposal for 
Evaluation Criterion F – its proposed performance of its public communications 
and information technology systems consulting services – was “Not Advanta-
geous.”   
 
 
FRS Europe Holding GmbH: 
 
 With respect to FRS Europe Holding GmbH’s proposed performance of its 
vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion E), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that, while FRS is a very big player throughout the 
world, he looked but could not find anything about it operating anywhere 
in North America, and that he feels that the Authority needs a consultant 
who knows the East Coast and more local market.  Mr. Hanover stated 
that, accordingly, he had given FRS a “Not Advantageous” rating. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she also had given FRS a “Not Advantageous” 
rating because its proposal presents only a very generalized outline of its 
scheme for analyzing and making recommendations to improve the Auth-
ority’s vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management structure.  
Ms. Gladfelter also noted that it was confusing to try to determine the 
qualifications and experience of the individuals who would be responsible 
for each area of the study. 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he also had given FRS a “Not Advantageous” rating 
and that the thought its proposed timeline was probably too quick to 
provide meaningful analysis.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he had given FRS a “Highly Advantageous” rating, 
saying that it has outlined a methodology and timeframe for accomplishing 
this work which is responsible and reasonable.  Mr. Jones also noted that 
the curricula vitae of the individuals who would be assigned to the project 
indicate that they have experience in their fields. 
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 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given FRS a “Not Advantageous” rating 
because its proposal had not provided enough detail in its description of 
what it hopes to accomplish. 

 
In addition, Mr. Shufelt read Mr. Balco’s comments about FRS’s proposal, 

namely, that it was too international and will not understand many aspects of 
the Authority’s business.  Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given FRS’s proposal 
an “Advantageous” rating because of its experience, although he acknowledged 
that its local knowledge may be lacking.  Mr. Ranney then announced that it 
appeared that the Members’ blended rating of FRS Europe Holding GmbH’s 
proposal for Evaluation Criterion E – its proposed performance of its vessel 
operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting services – 
was “Not Advantageous.”   
 
 With respect to FRS Europe Holding GmbH’s proposed performance of its 
public communications and information technology systems consulting services 
(Evaluation Criterion F), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he had given FRS a “Not Advantageous” rating in 
this category. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she also had given FRS a “Not Advantageous” 
rating.   

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given FRS an “Unacceptable” rating.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he had given FRS an “Advantageous” rating. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given FRS a “Not Advantageous” rating. 
 

After Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given FRS’s proposal a “Not 
Advantageous” rating as well, Mr. Ranney announced that it appeared that the 
Members’ blended rating of FRS Europe Holding GmbH’s proposal for Evaluation 
Criterion F – its proposed performance of its public communications and 
information technology systems consulting services – was “Not Advantageous.”   
 
 
HMS Consulting and Technical: 
 
 With respect to HMS Consulting and Technical’s proposed performance of 
its vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion E), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he liked HMS’s proposal a lot, that they have a lot 
of ferry experience and that he liked their timeline.  Mr. Hanover stated 
that, accordingly, he had given HMS a “Highly Advantageous” rating. 
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 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she also had given HMS an “Advantageous” 
rating, observing that HMS has presented a generalized approach called 
“an investigative process” that will focus on the issues that occurred within 
the Authority in March and April 2018 and then do a Root Cause analysis.  
Ms. Gladfelter stated that, while this may help identify some particular 
ways in which the Authority can improve, it is not geared toward an overall 
evaluation of the Authority’s operations and how the different areas of the 
Authority’s operations may be improved individually and in an integrated 
manner.  Ms. Gladfelter cautioned that, by focusing just on “problems,” 
HMS’s approach ignores the complexity of the organization as a whole.  
Ms. Gladfelter also noted that the proposal has more jargon than 
substance and that, while it appears HMS and its subcontractors have 
worked with a variety of ferry operations, HMS did not present an overall 
philosophy of how ferry systems operate with a diversity of stakeholders; 
nor did it present an understanding of the Authority’s operations.  
However, Ms. Gladfelter observed that the key individuals who would be 
assigned to the project appear to be highly qualified. 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he also had given HMS a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating because it has proposed a thorough and comprehensive approach.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he similarly had given HMS a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she also had given HMS a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating because it has the most relevant experience of all of the proponents; 
it most accurately responded to the RFP; and it seems to have the most 
reasonable and organized approach. 

 
In addition, Mr. Shufelt read Mr. Balco’s comments about HMS’s proposal, 

namely, that its timeline was okay, that it will use some subcontractors, and 
that its past clients looked relevant.  Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given HMS’s 
proposal a “Highly Advantageous” rating.  Mr. Ranney then announced that it 
appeared that the Members’ blended rating of HMS Consulting and Technical’s 
proposal for Evaluation Criterion E – its proposed performance of its vessel 
operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting services – 
was “Highly Advantageous.”   
 
 With respect to HMS Consulting and Technical’s proposed performance of 
its public communications and information technology systems consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion F), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he had given HMS a “Highly Advantageous” rating 
in this category. 
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 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she also had given HMS an “Advantageous” 
rating.   

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given HMS a “Highly Advantageous” rating.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he had given HMS a “Not Advantageous” rating, 
noting that the RFP calls for proposals to describe a detailed, logical and 
highly efficient scheme for analyzing and making recommendations to 
improve the Authority’s communications and information technology 
systems and to identify the key individuals who will be involved with this 
aspect of the project, and that no such description appears in HMS’s 
proposal.  While Mr. Jones acknowledged that the methodology which 
HMS says it will use to address the Authority’s problems seems plausible, 
the proposal does not offer convincing data that this is HMS’s strong field.  

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given HMS a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating. 

 
After Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given HMS’s proposal an 

“Advantageous” rating, Mr. Ranney announced that it appeared that the 
Members’ blended rating of HMS Consulting and Technical’s proposal for 
Evaluation Criterion F – its proposed performance of its public communications 
and information technology systems consulting services – was on the high side 
of  “Advantageous.”   
 
 
Hudson Pacific Capital Partners: 
 
 With respect to Hudson Pacific Capital Partners’s proposed performance 
of its vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion E), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he also liked Hudson Pacific’s proposal and that 
he thought it addressed most of the Authority’s concerns.  Accordingly, 
Mr. Hanover said, he had given Hudson Pacific a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she also had given Hudson Pacific a “Not 
Advantageous” rating, observing that while its outline of proposed work is 
reasonable, it is rather sketchy and the products to be produced are 
unclear (such as what analyses will be performed).  Ms. Gladfelter also 
noted that, although the team is especially qualified with respect to the 
shipping industry, apparently only two members of the team will have 
firsthand experience in seeing the Authority’s operations and there 
appears to be minimal understanding of the stakeholders both within the 
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Authority and the external groups who either use or are otherwise affected 
by its operations. 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given Hudson Pacific an “Advantageous” 
rating.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he also had given Hudson Pacific an “Advantageous” 
rating. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given Hudson Pacific an “Advantageous” 
rating as well. 

 
In addition, Mr. Shufelt read Mr. Balco’s comments about Hudson Pacific’s 

proposal, namely, that its twelve-week timeline looked okay, its team included a 
number of former military people, and it was a very straightforward proposal.  
Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given Hudson Pacific’s proposal an “Advanta-
geous” rating.  Mr. Ranney then announced that it appeared that the Members’ 
blended rating of Hudson Pacific Capital Partners’ proposal for Evaluation 
Criterion E – its proposed performance of its vessel operations, fleet maintenance 
and management structure consulting services – was “Advantageous.”   
 
 With respect to Hudson Pacific Capital Partners’ proposed performance of 
its public communications and information technology systems consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion F), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he had given Hudson Pacific an “Advantageous” 
rating in this category. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given Hudson Pacific a “Not Advanta-
geous” rating.   

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given Hudson Pacific an “Advantageous” 
rating.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he also had given Hudson Pacific an “Advantageous” 
rating.  

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given Hudson Pacific a “Not Advantageous” 
rating. 

 
After Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given Hudson Pacific’s proposal an 

“Advantageous” rating, Mr. Ranney announced that it appeared that the 
Members’ blended rating of Hudson Pacific Capital Partners’ proposal for 
Evaluation Criterion F – its proposed performance of its public communications 
and information technology systems consulting services – was on the low side of  
“Advantageous.”   
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KPFF Consulting Engineers: 
 
 With respect to KPFF Consulting Engineers’ proposed performance of its 
vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion E), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he felt KPFF’s proposed timeline was way too long 
and that he did not want to wait until next March to find out the answers 
to the Authority’s problems.  Mr. Hanover stated that he also has a concern 
that the team includes Elliott Bay Design Group personnel and appears to 
be heavily influenced by Washington State Ferries, although he stated that 
this is just a concern and not that it is detrimental.  Mr. Hanover stated 
that, accordingly, he had given KPFF a “Highly Advantageous” rating. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given KPFF a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating, saying that it had given a well-conceived and presented proposal.  
Ms. Gladfelter stated that, in particular, KPFF articulated a clear and 
straightforward approach to address the Authority’s operational problems 
through an eight-month SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities 
and Threats) approach to address relevant aspects of each area of 
concern.1  In addition, Ms. Gladfelter noted that KPFF has pointed out that 
every ferry system and every route served by a ferry system present their 
own set of distinct and unique challenges and opportunities, and that the 
Authority has a diverse and complex set of stakeholders, including island 
residents, gateway communities, commercial entities, and seasonal and 
periodic customers.  Ms. Gladfelter also observed that KPFF’s approach is 
to use an experienced team to gather information during the Authority’s 
high season and then to convene an expert review panel (which will include 
heads of ferry operators throughout the country) to review the information, 
which KPFF would then use to analyze the data and prepare draft 
recommendations which in turn would be reviewed by the panel before a 
final report is issued.  Meanwhile, Ms. Gladfelter said, KPFF would suggest 
near-term improvements as appropriate.  Ms. Gladfelter also noted that 
KPFF’s team has extensive experience working together with this 
approach, that they are highly qualified, and that KPFF and its subcon-
tractors specialize in studying ferry operations throughout the country.  
Thus, although Ms. Gladfelter acknowledged that KPFF was proposing a 

                                                           
 
1  Ms. Gladfelter noted that she has performed a number of SWOT studies, 
although she has always persuaded the other participants in those studies to 
refer to the approach as a SCOR (Strengths, Challenges, Opportunities and 
Recommendations) approach. 
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long study, she thought it has the potential of helping the Authority as it 
moves forward in the next several decades. 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given KPFF a “Highly Advantageous” rating 
because he thought KPFF had submitted a very detailed and compre-
hensive proposal for all areas of the Authority’s vessel operations, fleet 
maintenance and management structure. 

 Mr. Jones stated that he also had given KPFF an “Advantageous” rating. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given KPFF a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating. 

 
In addition, Mr. Shufelt read Mr. Balco’s comments about KPFF’s proposal, 

namely, that its timeline was much too long, that it was very oriented to 
Washington State Ferries, and that it was connected with Elliott Bay Design 
Group.  Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given KPFF’s proposal a “Highly Advanta-
geous” rating, observing that, while the timeline may seem too long, if the 
Authority has problems, it may take some time to see what they are.  Mr. Ranney 
then announced that it appeared that the Members’ blended rating of KPFF 
Consulting Engineers’ proposal for Evaluation Criterion E – its proposed 
performance of its vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management 
structure consulting services – was “Highly Advantageous.”   
 
 With respect to KPFF Consulting Engineers’ proposed performance of its 
public communications and information technology systems consulting services 
(Evaluation Criterion F), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he had given KPFF a “Highly Advantageous” rating 
in this category. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given KPFF a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating.   

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given KPFF an “Advantageous” rating.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he also had given KPFF an “Advantageous” rating.  

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given KPFF a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating. 

 
After Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given KPFF’s proposal an “Advanta-

geous” rating, Mr. Ranney announced that it appeared that the Members’ 
blended rating of KPFF Consulting Engineers’ proposal for Evaluation Criterion 
F – its proposed performance of its public communications and information 
technology systems consulting services – was on the low side of  “Highly Advan-
tageous.”   
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McKinsey & Company: 
 
 With respect to McKinsey & Company’s proposed performance of its vessel 
operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting services 
(Evaluation Criterion E), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that McKinsey had proposed a good timeline, that he 
liked their approach, and that they nailed exactly what they are going to 
do and how they are going to do it.  Mr. Hanover also stated that McKinsey 
seemed to understand the situation best of all.  Accordingly, Mr. Hanover 
said, he had given McKinsey a “Highly Advantageous” rating. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given McKinsey an “Unacceptable” 
rating, observing that its suggested approach is very generalized with no 
clear indication of what data will be collected to answer which questions.  
Ms. Gladfelter also noted that there is no acknowledgment by McKinsey of 
the unique aspects of a ferry operation (or its stakeholders or the routes 
involved) and that McKinsey seems to view the Authority as a for-profit 
company.  Ms. Gladfelter further stated that the biographies of those who 
would be involved in the project are very generalized with no clear 
indication of what experience they have that is relevant to the issues that 
are going to be studied. 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given McKinsey an “Advantageous” rating 
although its approach was a generalize one and lacked substantive details.  
Mr. Ranney also stated that he thought McKinsey’s proposed follow-
through was just advantageous and not much better than that.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he also had given McKinsey an “Advantageous” 
rating. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given McKinsey a “Not Advantageous” 
rating. 

 
In addition, Mr. Shufelt read Mr. Balco’s comments about McKinsey’s 

proposal, namely, that its timeline is good, it presents a simple straightforward 
approach, and that it has good relevant past experience in the field.  Mr. Shufelt 
stated that he also had given McKinsey’s proposal an “Advantageous” rating. 

 
Mr. Ranney then announced that it appeared that the Members’ blended 

rating of McKinsey & Company’s proposal for Evaluation Criterion E – its 
proposed performance of its vessel operations, fleet maintenance and 
management structure consulting services – was “Advantageous” at best.   
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 With respect to McKinsey & Company’s proposed performance of its public 
communications and information technology systems consulting services 
(Evaluation Criterion F), the Members stated as follows: 

 Mr. Hanover stated that he was very impressed with McKinsey’s proposal 
for having backup systems for when power goes out and taking care of the 
Authority’s customers during disaster recovery.  Accordingly, Mr. Hanover 
stated that he had given McKinsey a “Highly Advantageous” rating in this 
category. 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given McKinsey an “Unacceptable” 
rating because its proposal was very generalized.  Ms. Gladfelter noted that 
she is a scientist and want to know how consultants are setting up their 
studies, what kind of data they are going to collect, and how they are going 
to analyze and interpret that data.  (In response, Mr. Hanover stated that 
he was more interested in what they are going to do, not how they are 
going to do it.) 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given McKinsey an “Advantageous” rating 
for the same reasons he had stated before, namely, that McKinsey was a 
little light on details.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he also had given McKinsey an “Advantageous” 
rating.  

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given McKinsey a “Not Advantageous” 
rating. 

 
After Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given McKinsey’s a “Not Advanta-

geous” rating, Mr. Ranney announced that it appeared that the Members’ 
blended rating of McKinsey & Company’s proposal for Evaluation Criterion F – 
its proposed performance of its public communications and information 
technology systems consulting services – was “Advantageous” at best and 
towards the “Not Advantageous” end of it   
 
 
Alexander Proudfoot Company: 
 
 With respect to Alexander Proudfoot Company’s proposed performance of 
its vessel operations, fleet maintenance and management structure consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion E), the Members stated as follows: 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given Proudfoot a “Not Advantageous” 
rating, observing that it had submitted a cookbook proposal and that there 
was no indication that it has experience or knowledge of the issues that 
are an everyday part of a ferry operation (including all of its stakeholders).  
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Ms. Gladfelter also noted that there was no evidence that the individuals 
who would be involved in the project have personal experience in either 
vessel operations or fleet maintenance, and that the team biographies 
(which were extremely difficult to read) did not include the individuals’ 
education or experience related to vessel operations or fleet maintenance. 

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given Proudfoot an “Advantageous” rating, 
although he agreed with Ms. Gladfelter’s comments and also could not 
read the team biographies.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he also had given Proudfoot an “Advantageous” 
rating, noting that it has offered a methodology to address the Authority’s 
fleet maintenance problems by conducting a broad gap analysis of current 
maintenance programs (including, but not limited to, process maps, data 
analysis, dry-dock contracted maintenance and the like), and it also has 
offered its six factors of maintenance excellence and its “Management 
Excellence Pyramid.”  Mr. Jones further noted that Proudfoot likewise has 
offered a methodology for addressing management and workforce skills 
and competencies.  Although Mr. Jones acknowledged that three detailed 
case studies supporting the success of Proudfoot’s work was missing from 
its proposal, the deliverables it will provide are advantageous. 

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given Proudfoot a “Highly Advantageous” 
rating, saying that she liked its model and the comingling of personnel, 
history and reports. 

 
In addition, Mr. Shufelt read Mr. Balco’s comments about Proudfoot’s 

proposal, namely, that its timeline was too short, that its presentation was over 
the top in terms of self-esteem, and that its proposal appeared to contain a lot of 
boilerplate.  Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given Proudfoot’s proposal a “Not 
Advantageous” rating.  Mr. Ranney then announced that it appeared that the 
Members’ blended rating of Alexander Proudfoot Company’s proposal for 
Evaluation Criterion E – its proposed performance of its vessel operations, fleet 
maintenance and management structure consulting services – was “Advanta-
geous” and Mr. Hanover stated that he was comfortable with that rating. 
 
 With respect to Alexander Proudfoot Company’s proposed performance of 
its public communications and information technology systems consulting 
services (Evaluation Criterion F), the Members stated as follows: 

 Ms. Gladfelter stated that she had given Proudfoot a “Not Advantageous” 
rating for the same reasons she had stated before.  

 Mr. Ranney stated that he had given Proudfoot an “Advantageous” rating, 
saying that even though he could not read the individual team members’ 
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biographies, they seemed very enthusiastic and he felt they deserved this 
rating for effort.  

 Mr. Jones stated that he also had given Proudfoot an “Advantageous” 
rating.  

 Ms. Tierney stated that she had given Proudfoot an “Advantageous” rating. 
 

After Mr. Shufelt stated that he had given Proudfoot’s proposal a “Not 
Advantageous” rating, Mr. Ranney announced that it appeared that the 
Members’ blended rating of Alexander Proudfoot Company’s proposal for 
Evaluation Criterion F – its proposed performance of its public communications 
and information technology systems consulting services – was “Advantageous” 
and Mr. Hanover stated that he was fine with that rating.   
 
 After the Members finished assigning ratings to the proponents for 
Evaluation Criteria E and F, Mr. Sayers stated that, although HMS Consulting 
and Technical had received a “Not Advantageous” rating for its proposed contract 
with any financial information (Evaluation Criterion G), he would not necessarily 
discount them because of that rating because he personally thought that the 
Authority would be able to negotiate the problematic provisions out of HMS’s 
proposed contract if it were the successful proponent. 
 
 
 Discussion of Whether to Ask Any of the Proponents to 
 Make Presentations Explaining Their Consulting Proposals: 
 
 Ms. Tierney suggested that the Members may want to ask HMS Consulting 
and Technical and KPFF Consulting Engineers to make presentations explaining 
their Consulting Proposals, and Mr. Jones then asked Mr. Sayers whether the 
Members could ask only three proponents to appear for interviews.  In response, 
Mr. Sayers stated that the Members could ask one or more of the proponents to 
make presentations explaining their Consulting Proposals, but that their 
presentations may not change or add to their proposals or otherwise affect their 
proposals in a manner prejudicial to fair competition.  In addition, Mr. Sayers 
said, the proponents would have to make their presentations before the Members 
assign a composite rating for each Consulting Proposal. 
 
 Mr. Jones stated that he would prefer that the Members assign composite 
ratings to the Consulting Proposals today and then ask a few proponents to make 
presentations, but Mr. Sayers stated that, once the Members assign composite 
ratings to the Consulting Proposals, they can no longer ask any proponents to 
make presentations, as the purpose of the presentations is to assist the Members 
in evaluating the proposals.  Mr. Jones then observed that when he previously 
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had evaluated proposals, he had found interviewing the proponents to be very 
helpful in solidifying his thoughts by allowing him to put names with faces.  In 
this situation, Mr. Jones noted that in this case the Members were evaluating 
the proposals only on what the proponents themselves had written, which in 
many cases was just boilerplate, and that a number of proponents had not even 
provided the Authority with their clients’ contact information as they had been 
instructed to do.  Accordingly, Mr. Jones said, the Members may have a different 
feeling about some of the proponents if they were to make presentations about 
their proposals.  Nevertheless, Mr. Jones stated that he could proceed either 
way. 
 
 After Mr. Sayers noted that the two proponents who appeared to have 
received the highest evaluations had provided the Authority with their clients’ 
contact information, Ms. Tierney stated that she would also like to have them 
make presentations, which she noted could be done fairly quickly.  Ms. Tierney 
then asked Mr. Sayers if a budget range had been established for this contract.  
When Mr. Sayers said that no budget range had been established, Ms. Tierney 
stated that she assumed that the Authority will spend at least $100,000 on this 
contract and that the Members should meet the proponents who might be 
awarded the contract before spending that amount of money. 
 
 But Ms. Gladfelter stated that she would like to move ahead and assign 
composite rating to the Consulting Proposals today, observing that this matter 
already has taken an inordinate amount of the staff’s and the Members’ time.  
After Ms. Tierney then asked that the Members vote on her request, Mr. Jones 
recounted how he had been the one to originally suggest that the Members 
interview the proponents because he knows how valuable interviews are.  But 
Mr. Jones stated that, looking now at which proposals had risen to the top, he 
was comfortable voting on the proposals without having any interviews even 
though interviewing the proponents would be a luxury and would help.  
Ultimately, Mr. Jones said, he would be happy to proceed whichever way the 
other Members wanted. 
 
 Ms. Tierney stated that she felt strongly that the Members should interview 
the two proponents who had received the highest evaluations, declaring that 
given the financial and time commitment being made with respect to this project, 
as well as the ultimate use which will be made of the consultant’s report, she 
thought the Members should meet and weigh the credibility of the proponents 
and the way they interact with the Members and the staff.  Ms. Tierney also 
noted that the Members would only have to interview two of the eight proponents, 
and that those two proponents otherwise were likely to be pretty comparable 
when they are assigned their composite ratings. 
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 But Ms. Gladfelter stated that she did not think the Members needed to 
interview anyone, observing that the two proponents who had risen to the top 
both have compelling proposals that were not filled with boilerplate language.  
Ms. Gladfelter also noted that those two proponents obviously had put some 
effort into thinking about what the Authority’s problems are and what to do 
about them, and that they both have competent people.  
 
 In response to a question from Mr. Ranney, Mr. Sayers stated that if the 
Members were going to interview any of the proponents, the interviews would 
have to take place in a public meeting.  Mr. Sayers also noted that the Authority 
would have to ask the proponents to extend the time of their Financial Proposals 
until after the interviews are conducted, as otherwise they would expire at the 
end of June 2018.  But Mr. Sayers stated that he did not think that would be a 
problem. 
 
 After Mr. Jones suggested that the Members move forward and assign 
composite ratings to the Consulting Proposals, Mr. Ranney stated that that was 
his inclination as well, observing that it already was almost July and that the 
contract would not be awarded until well into next month if the Members have 
to schedule another meeting.  Mr. Ranney also noted that the staff already has 
spent a lot of time on this matter.  Mr. Hanover then stated that he would have 
liked to interview the proponents if the interviews could have been conducted in 
a timely manner, but that he would now like to complete the evaluations. 

 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Ms. Tierney’s motion, seconded by 
Mr. Jones -- to invite HMS Consulting and Technical and 
KPFF Consulting Engineers to make presentations explain-
ing their Consulting Proposals for Contract No. 06-2018. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney       35 % 
Mr. Jones        10 % 
Mr. Hanover       35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter       10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL     10 %   90 % 

 
 
 
 At this time (approximately 11:39 a.m.), the meeting stood in recess until 
the Members reconvened the meeting at approximately 11:48 a.m. 
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 Composite Ratings for Each Consulting Proposal: 
 
 Mr. Sayers noted that the Members had been given copies of a chart 
showing the ratings the Members had just assigned to each of the Consulting 
Proposals for Evaluation Criteria A, B, C, D, E, F and G, and that those ratings 
reflected the blended ratings the Members had agreed upon as a whole for rather 
than the ratings that each of the Members had given the proposals individually.  
Mr. Sayers also stated that, based upon the blended ratings that the Members 
had given the proposals for each of the evaluation criteria, the Members now 
should assign a composite rating for each Consulting Proposal.  In this regard, 
Mr. Sayers observed that at this point the Members do not also need to rank 
each proposal, as the finalists for the contract will be selected and ranked after 
the proponents’ Financial Proposals are opened. 
 
 
Ernst & Young: 
 
 Based upon the blended ratings that the Members had assigned to Ernst 
& Young’s Consulting Proposal for each of the individual evaluation criteria, the 
Members then stated what composite rating they felt should be given to Ernst & 
Young’s Consulting Proposal, as follows: 

Mr. Hanover  Not Advantageous 

Ms. Gladfelter  Not Advantageous 

Mr. Ranney   Unacceptable 

Mr. Jones   Not Advantageous 

Ms. Tierney   Unacceptable 
 

 After Mr. Shufelt stated that he also felt that Ernst & Young’s Consulting 
Proposal should be given a “Not Advantageous” composite rating, Mr. Ranney 
announced that the Members’ blended composite rating for Ernst & Young’s 
Consulting Proposal was “Not Advantageous.” 
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Foss Maritime Company: 
 
 Based upon the blended ratings that the Members had assigned to Foss 
Maritime Company’s Consulting Proposal for each of the individual evaluation 
criteria, the Members then stated what composite rating they felt should be given 
to Foss Maritime Company’s Consulting Proposal, as follows: 

Mr. Hanover  Unacceptable 

Ms. Gladfelter  Not Advantageous 

Mr. Ranney   Not Advantageous 

Mr. Jones   Advantageous 

Ms. Tierney   Not Advantageous 
 

 After Mr. Shufelt stated that he also felt that Foss Maritime Company’s 
Consulting Proposal should be given a “Not Advantageous” composite rating,   
Mr. Ranney announced that the Members’ blended composite rating for Foss 
Maritime Company’s Consulting Proposal was “Not Advantageous.” 
 
 
FRS Europe Holding GmbH: 
 
 Based upon the blended ratings that the Members had assigned to FRS 
Europe Holding’s Consulting Proposal for each of the individual evaluation 
criteria, the Members then stated what composite rating they felt should be given 
to FRS’s Consulting Proposal, as follows: 

Mr. Hanover  Not Advantageous 

Ms. Gladfelter  Not Advantageous 

Mr. Ranney   Not Advantageous 

Mr. Jones   Not Advantageous 

Ms. Tierney   Not Advantageous 
 

 After Mr. Shufelt stated that he also felt that FRS’s Consulting Proposal 
should be given a “Not Advantageous” composite rating, Mr. Ranney announced 
that the Members’ blended composite rating for FRS Europe Holding GmbH’s 
Consulting Proposal was “Not Advantageous.” 
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HMS Consulting and Technical: 
 
 Based upon the blended ratings that the Members had assigned to HMS 
Consulting and Technical’s Consulting Proposal for each of the individual 
evaluation criteria, the Members then stated what composite rating they felt 
should be given to HMS’s Consulting Proposal, as follows: 

Mr. Hanover  Highly Advantageous 

Ms. Gladfelter  Advantageous / Highly Advantageous 

Mr. Ranney   Highly Advantageous 

Mr. Jones   Highly Advantageous 

Ms. Tierney   Highly Advantageous 
 

 After Mr. Shufelt stated that he also felt that HMS’s Consulting Proposal 
should be given an “Advantageous” composite rating, Mr. Ranney announced 
that the Members’ blended composite rating for HMS Consulting and Technical’s 
Consulting Proposal was “Highly Advantageous.” 
 
 
Hudson Pacific Capital Partners: 
 
 Based upon the blended ratings that the Members had assigned to Hudson 
Pacific Capital Partners’ Consulting Proposal for each of the individual evaluation 
criteria, the Members then stated what composite rating they felt should be given 
to Hudson Pacific’s Consulting Proposal, as follows: 

Mr. Hanover  Advantageous 

Ms. Gladfelter  Not Advantageous 

Mr. Ranney   Advantageous 

Mr. Jones   Not Advantageous 

Ms. Tierney   Not Advantageous 
 

 After Mr. Shufelt stated that he also felt that Hudson Pacific’s Consulting 
Proposal should be given an “Advantageous” composite rating, Mr. Ranney 
announced that the Members’ blended composite rating for Hudson Pacific 
Capital Partners’ Consulting Proposal was “Advantageous.” 
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KPFF Consulting Engineers: 
 
 Based upon the blended ratings that the Members had assigned to KPFF 
Consulting Engineers’ Consulting Proposal for each of the individual evaluation 
criteria, the Members then stated what composite rating they felt should be given 
to KPFF’s Consulting Proposal, as follows: 

Mr. Hanover  Highly Advantageous 

Ms. Gladfelter  Highly Advantageous 

Mr. Ranney   Highly Advantageous 

Mr. Jones   Highly Advantageous 

Ms. Tierney   Highly Advantageous 
 

 After Mr. Shufelt stated that he also felt that KPFF’s Consulting Proposal 
should be given a “Highly Advantageous” composite rating, Mr. Ranney 
announced that the Members’ blended composite rating for KPFF Consulting 
Engineers’ Consulting Proposal was “Highly Advantageous.” 
 
 
McKinsey & Company: 
 
 Based upon the blended ratings that the Members had assigned to 
McKinsey & Company’s Consulting Proposal for each of the individual evaluation 
criteria, the Members then stated what composite rating they felt should be given 
to McKinsey’s Consulting Proposal, as follows: 

Mr. Hanover  Not Advantageous 

Ms. Gladfelter  Not Advantageous 

Mr. Ranney   Not Advantageous 

Mr. Jones   Unacceptable 

Ms. Tierney   Unacceptable  
 

 After Mr. Shufelt stated that he also felt that McKinsey & Company’s 
Consulting Proposal should be given an “Unacceptable” composite rating,         
Mr. Hanover and Ms. Gladfelter stated that they would agree to that composite 
rating for McKinsey’s Consulting Proposal.  Mr. Ranney then announced that the 
Members’ blended composite rating for McKinsey & Company’s Consulting 
Proposal was “Unacceptable.” 
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Alexander Proudfoot Company: 
 
 Based upon the blended ratings that the Members had assigned to 
Alexander Proudfoot Company’s Consulting Proposal for each of the individual 
evaluation criteria, the Members then stated what composite rating they felt 
should be given to Proudfoot’s Consulting Proposal, as follows: 

Mr. Hanover  Unacceptable 

Ms. Gladfelter  Not Advantageous 

Mr. Ranney   Not Advantageous 

Mr. Jones   Not Advantageous 

Ms. Tierney   Not Advantageous 
 

 After Mr. Shufelt stated that he also felt that Proudfoot’s Consulting 
Proposal should be given an “Unacceptable” composite rating, Mr. Ranney 
announced that the Members’ blended composite rating for Alexander Proudfoot 
Company’s Consulting Proposal was “Unacceptable.” 
 
 
 
 
 The Opening of the Proponents’ Financial Proposals: 
 
 Ms. Nickerson then opened up the proponents’ Financial Proposals and, 
as she opened them, she announced that the proponents’ Financial Proposals 
were as follows: 

Ernst & Young     $ 385,000 - $ 425,000 

Foss Maritime Company   $ 240,500 estimated 

FRS Europe Holding GmbH  $ 235,000 

HMS Consulting and Technical $ 217,976 

Hudson Pacific Capital Partners $ 201,600 

KPFF Consulting Engineers  $ 556,000 

McKinsey & Company   $ 969,000 

Alexander Proudfoot Company  $ 247,650 
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 Selection of Finalists and Award of Contract: 
 
 The Members then agreed that, taking into consideration the proponents’ 
Financial Proposals and the Members’ evaluations of the proponents’ Consulting 
Proposals, two finalists should be selected for the award of the contract, namely, 
HMS Consulting and Technical and KPFF Consulting Engineers, and that HMS 
Consulting and Technical first should be ranked first in the finalists’ order of 
qualification because of its lower Financial Proposal.  However, the Members also 
agreed that any award of the contract to HMS Consulting and Technical should 
be conditioned upon its agreement to revise its proposed contract in the manner 
recommended by Mr. Sayers earlier during this meeting, namely, to revise its 
proposed provision that would limit HMS’s liability to no more than $50,000 
(rather than to no more than the amount of fees paid to HMS) and to delete its 
proposed provision that would require the Authority to indemnify HMS from any 
third-party claims for injury, losses, expenses or fees arising out of or related to 
the services under the contract. 

 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Mr. Hanover’s motion, seconded by 
Ms. Gladfelter -- to select two finalists for the award of the 
Contract for Management Consulting Services to Under-
take a Comprehensive Review of the Authority’s Opera-
tions, Contract No. 06-2018, ranked as follows: 

1. HMS Consulting and Technical; and  

2. KPFF Consulting Engineers; 

provided, however, that any award of the contract to HMS 
Consulting and Technical is conditioned upon its agree-
ment to revise its proposed contract in the manner 
recommended by the General Counsel earlier during this 
meeting. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Mr. Hanover     35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL   100 %    0 % 
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Then, at approximately 12:21 p.m., Mr. Ranney entertained a motion to 
adjourn the meeting in public session. 

 

IT WAS VOTED -- upon Ms. Gladfelter’s motion, seconded 
by Ms. Tierney -- to adjourn the meeting in public session. 

 
 VOTING     AYE    NAY 
 
Mr. Ranney     35 % 
Mr. Jones      10 % 
Mr. Hanover     35 % 
Ms. Gladfelter     10 % 
Ms. Tierney     10 % ______ 

 
  TOTAL   100 %    0 % 

 
 

 

 

 
 
 A TRUE RECORD   ____________________________________ 
      MARC N. HANOVER, Secretary 
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Documents and Exhibits Used at the 

 
June 19, 2018 Meeting in Public Session of the 

 
Woods Hole, Martha’s Vineyard and Nantucket Steamship Authority 

 
 
1. June 19, 2018 Meeting Memorandum, dated June 14, 2018. 

2. Video and Audio Recording Announcement. 

3. Staff Summary #A-626, dated June 13, 2018 – Updated Proposed 
Resolution Authorizing the Sale of Steamship Bonds. 

4. Each Member’s evaluation forms for evaluating each proponent’s 
Consulting Proposal for Management Consulting Services to Undertake a 
Comprehensive Review of the SSA’s Operations, Contract No. 06-2018, 
and their notes on those forms. 

5. Tisbury Port Council Member George J. Balco’s typewritten comments on 
the Consulting Proposals, dated June 17, 2018. 

6. A chart of the ratings assigned by the Members to each Consulting 
Proposal for Evaluation Criteria A, B, C, D and G, and the Members’ notes 
on that chart. 

7. A chart of the ratings assigned by the Members to each Consulting 
Proposal for Evaluation Criteria A, B, C, D, E, F and G, and the Members’ 
notes on that chart. 

8. A chart of the ratings assigned by the Members to each Consulting 
Proposal for Evaluation Criteria A, B, C, D, E, F and G, and the composite 
rating assigned by the Members to each Consulting Proposal.  

9. A chart of the composite rating assigned by the Members to each 
Consulting Proposal and the amount of each proponent’s Financial 
Proposal. 
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Section 1: Review and Approval Process  
 
Review Process 

The SSA Project Plan shall be reviewed by the Project Team for initial agreement and approval, as well 
as periodic reassessment according to the following schedule: 
 

REVIEW 
# 

SCHEDULED 
REVIEW DATE 

DATE REVIEW 
COMPLETED 

1 Recon completion  
2 Recommendations  
3   
4   

 
 
The project team may perform additional interim reviews on an as-needed basis and updates to the 
Project Plan may result from informal reviews at any time. Changes to the Project Plan are only made 
by the Project Manager and shall be distributed to the entire team. 
 

 

Approval Process  

This Project Plan is subject to the approval of the Steamship Authority (SSA), as project sponsor. 
 

Project Signoff  
 
Comments/Conditions: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

APPROVED: 

By:       Date:     
 
Steve Sayers, SSA General Counsel and Point of Contact 
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Section 2 Project Summary 
 
 
Opportunity 

As stated in SSA’s Request for Proposals, “[i]n March and early April 2018, the SSA experienced an 
unprecedented combination of vessel mechanical problems that have resulted in hundreds of sudden 
and unexpected trip cancellations.  These events justifiably have led to an erosion in public confidence 
in the Authority’s operations and have raised questions about the SSA’s vessel maintenance practices, 
fleet rotations, public communications and all other aspects of its operations.” 
 
SSA requires a 3rd party consultant to review and provide recommendations on the following 5 sectors 
of their business (see definitions in Attachment B of Proposal): 
 

 Vessel Operations  
 Fleet Maintenance  
 Management Structure  
 Public Communications  
 IT Systems    

 
Team Mission and Vision 

The mission of the project team is to adopt a lean approach to clearly, systematically and efficiently 
engage SSA in an investigative process that will: 
 

 Collaborate with SSA and minimize disruption of operations  
 Utilize Root Cause methodology 
 Result in meaningful recommendations to achieve improvement 

 
Objectives 

 Sector teams report in regularly with a focus on hours worked and timeline.  
 Sector teams exercise individual experience and knowledge to innovate and recommend solutions.   
 Sector teams make decisions at the lowest level possible and attempt to resolve issues in a timely 

manner. 
 
Measures of Success 

 Maintaining Budget  
 Achieving milestones  
 On time submissions  
 Meeting Participation 
 Avoiding scope creep 
 Valuable and actionable recommendations  
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Section 3 Team Organization  
 
Project Team 

Each Sector Team will have a designated lead reporting to the Project Manager. The Sector Leads will 
be primarily responsible for ensuring that tasks are completed on schedule and budget, managing and 
sharing resources and facilitating clear communication between teams. Sector Leads will participate in 
weekly project meetings and communicate updates to their teams. At the Team Member level, 
resources will be fluid and available to support other teams where necessary. 
 
 

*****It is critical to the success of the project, and therefore to the success of each individual team 
member, that the key personnel integrate as a project team regardless of entity.***** 

 
 
 
Organizational Chart 
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Individual Roles, Responsibilities & Authority 

Team Member Primary Roles and Responsibilities 
Approval 
Authority 

John Sainsbury  
Project Management  
Sector Team Lead – Management Structure  

Full 

Michael Doctor  
Sector Team Lead – Vessel Operations  
Public Communications  

None 

Dan Frank  Sector Team Lead – Fleet Maintenance  None 

Eric Welter  
Sector Team Lead – Public Communications  
Sector Team Lead – IT Systems  

None 

Peter Soles  Vessel Operations None 

Ed Garrahy 
Vessel Operations 
Fleet Maintenance  

None 

Dave Larson Fleet Maintenance  None 

Ken Lane Management Structure  None 

Matthew Lankowski 
Management Structure 
Project Management 

None 

Seth Fandetti  IT Systems  None 

Haley Lane Technical Writing None 
 
 
Team Operating Guidelines and Ground Rules 

Decision Making 

Decision making will be accomplished at the lowest level possible and will attempt to resolve issues in 
a timely manner. 
 
Managing Conflict 

Conflict can be productive if managed properly. Conflict will be resolved at the lowest level possible 
and in a timely manner. At all times team members shall consider SSA’s culture, protocols, and 
organizational hierarchy. 
 
Managing Change 

The purpose of this section is to document and track the necessary information required to effectively 
manage project change from project inception to delivery. Changes can affect any of the basic project 
elements; Scope, Schedule, Cost or Quality. 
 
The Change process establishes an orderly and effective procedure for tracking the submission, 
coordination, review, evaluation, categorization, and approval for release of all changes to the project’s 
baselines. 
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Change Process 

1. Notify Project Manager of any request for potential change in scope, schedule or budget 
2. Never agree to a change without consent of the Project Manager 
3. Project Manager shall document any change with the Client through a Change Order, clearly 

identifying any change in scope, impact on either budget or schedule 
4. Changes shall be communicated to the team through the Project Manager 

 
 
General Ground Rules 

 Be on time for all meetings. If unable to attend, notify meeting chair prior to meeting and provide 
input on any responsibilities or deliverables. 

 Provide agendas and minutes for all client meetings. 
 Be patient with alternative viewpoints, different kinds of learning and communication styles. 
 All action items shall be clearly assigned, preferably with deadlines. If any action items are assigned 

to an absent team member, the meeting chair is responsible for following up and communicating 
those action items to the team member. 

 Avoid passive decision-making. Be decisive and clear. 
 All deliverables shall conform to internal peer review requirements. 
 Make criticisms constructive with suggestions for improvement. Don’t take criticism personally. 
 Accept responsibility and accountability along with the authority given. 
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Section 4: Communications Plan  
 
Communications Protocols 

Team members must be well informed with up-to-date information on the status of the project in order 
to fully contribute toward the project’s success. Frequent and meaningful communication among team 
members is essential. The goal of the communications plan is to define the mechanisms and protocols 
used by the team to ensure this. 
 

Critical Points  

 Timely and clear communications are critical to project success. 
 Documentation is a necessity but should be kept simple, organized and value-driven. 
 Proper distribution of communications is crucial, the resulting transparency is essential. 
 Uncertainty and complexity of the project will require verbal communications at times.  All 

verbal communications of material bearing shall be documented. 
 
Written Communication  

Written communications will primarily take place via email.  
 
It will be the responsibility of the internal Project Team to determine issues to communicate and 
escalate to the Project Manager to then formally communicate to the SSA. 
 
Interview Protocol  

Interviews will be a key component of the data collection process.  All interviews will be conducted 
according to the following protocol: 
 

 All interviews will be confidential. 
 Interviews will be mostly one-on-one and in person when possible. 
 When possible, interviews will be scheduled in advance in order to minimize the impact on the 

SSA’s operations. 
 A guide approach will be utilized, with prepared questions. However, interviewer and interviewee 

will be given a degree of flexibility to discuss additional topics should the need arise. 
 Interviews will be left anonymous unless requested otherwise.  

 
The purpose of interviews will be to garner specific information to either support or clarify 
observations and other data collected.  This is a key component of the overall process as it provides 
valuable perspective to the analysis performed, resulting in enhanced value to the recommendations 
made. 
 
Project Meetings 

The recurring meetings listed below are internal to the project team as a part of the overall project 
management and critical communications.  Any meetings with the client will be specific to a purpose or 
necessary information exchange and will be scheduled in advance on an as-needed basis. 
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Project Progress Meeting  Internal Project Meeting  
Forum Gotomeeting.com  
Frequency Weekly 
Day/Time  TBD 
Meeting Chair J. Sainsbury  
Participants                       Required Sector Leads 
                                          Optional As necessary 

 
Vessel Operations    Internal Project Meeting  
Forum Gotomeeting.com  
Frequency Weekly 
Day/Time  TBD 
Meeting Chair M. Doctor 
Participants                       Required  
                                          Optional  

 
Fleet Maintenance   Internal Project Meeting  
Forum Gotomeeting.com  
Frequency Weekly 
Day/Time  TBD 
Meeting Chair D. Frank 
Participants                       Required  
                                          Optional  

 
Management Structure  Internal Project Meeting  
Forum Gotomeeting.com  
Frequency Weekly 
Day/Time  TBD 
Meeting Chair J. Sainsbury 
Participants                       Required  
                                          Optional  

 
Public Communications  Internal Project Meeting  
Forum Gotomeeting.com  
Frequency Weekly 
Day/Time  TBD 
Meeting Chair E. Welter 
Participants                       Required  
                                          Optional  

 
IT Systems Internal Project Meeting  
Forum Gotomeeting.com  
Frequency Weekly 
Day/Time  TBD 
Meeting Chair E. Welter 
Participants                       Required  
                                          Optional  
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Reports and Deliverables  

The following is a list of specific work product and deliverables to be provided by team members: 
 

Internal Reports/Work Product Deliverables 

Vessel Operations  

Reconnaissance Report   

Investigation Report / Root Cause Analysis   

Recommendations   

Follow up Criteria   

 Final Report (Consolidated) 

Fleet Maintenance  

Reconnaissance Report   

Investigation Report / Root Cause Analysis   

Recommendations   

Follow up Criteria   

 Final Report (Consolidated) 

Management Structure 

Reconnaissance Report   

Investigation Report / Root Cause Analysis   

Recommendations   

Follow up Criteria   

 Final Report (Consolidated) 

Public Communications  

Reconnaissance Report   

Investigation Report / Root Cause Analysis   

Recommendations   

Follow up Criteria   

 Final Report (Consolidated) 

IT Systems 

Reconnaissance Report   

Investigation Report / Root Cause Analysis   

Recommendations   

Follow up Criteria   

 Final Report (Consolidated) 
 
 
File Sharing  

Electronic Files will be organized in and identified in the following shared dropbox file: 
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INSERT LINK 
 
The Project Manager shall establish the file structure and maintain it throughout the life of the project.   

 
 
Section 5 Project Scope 
 
In addition to the general admin and project management tasks, the following table identifies the main 
tasks required by the scope of work.  This table assigns those tasks in accordance with the standard 
Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM) method. 
 
 

Responsibility Assignment Matrix (RAM) 

Definitions: 
R – Who is Responsible – The person who is assigned the work  
A – Who is Accountable – The person who makes the final decision and has ultimate ownership 
 
Horizontal Analysis: 

 Lots of R’s – Too many people involved  
 No R’s or A’s – Who does it? 
 More than one A – Confusion  

 
Vertical Analysis: 

 Lots of R’s – Too much work 
 No empty space – Too much work 
 No R’s or A’s - Can function be eliminated? 
 Too many A’s – Is accountability at the right level? 
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Activity 

S
ainsbury  

D
octor  

F
rank 

W
elter 

S
oles 

G
arrahy 
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arson 

K
. L

ane 

L
ankow

ski 

F
andetti 

H
. L

ane 

PROJECT MANAGEMENT   

Project Plan A/R R       R   

Tracking / Updating Progress  A/R R       R   

Final Report (Consolidated)  A/R R       R  R 

VESSEL OPERATIONS  

Data Collection and Recon  A/R   R R      

Root Cause Analysis   A/R   R R      

Recommendations   A/R   R R      

Final Report   A/R   R R     R 

FLEET MAINTENANCE  

Data Collection and Recon   A/R   R R     

Root Cause Analysis    A/R   R R     

Recommendations    A/R   R R     

Final Report    A/R   R R    R 

MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURE  

 

Data Collection and Recon A/R       R R   

Root Cause Analysis  A/R       R R   

Recommendations  A/R       R R   

Final Report  A/R       R R  R 

PUBLIC 
COMMUNICATIONS  

 

Data Collection and Recon  R  A/R        

Root Cause Analysis   R  A/R        

Recommendations   R  A/R        

Final Report   R  A/R       R 

INTERNET 
TECHNOLOGY 

 

Data Collection and Recon    A/R      R  

Root Cause Analysis     A/R      R  

Recommendations     A/R      R  

Final Report     A/R      R R 
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Project Phases 

The following are the general phases of the project: 
 

Phase 1: Planning 
Phase 2: Data Collection and Reconnaissance 
Phase 3: Root Cause Analysis 
Phase 4: Recommendations 
Phase 5: Final Report 
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Section 6: Project Schedule  
 

Proposed Milestone Targets 

Milestone Description Work 
(Weeks)

Total 
(Weeks)

M0 Pending Notice to Proceed  0 0 

 Nil   

M1 Notice to Proceed  +1 1 

 Commence Work. Project Plan Development   

M2 Data Collection and Reconnaissance  +3 4 

 Site visit #1. Perform reconnaissance and data collection.   

M3 Root Cause Analysis  +2 6 

 Site visit #2 (as required). Conduct investigations. Develop 
RCA and preliminary findings.  

  

M4 SSA Review Period  +2 8 

 SSA reviews preliminary findings and provides comment.    

M5 Recommendations and Follow Up Criteria  +3 11 

 Consolidate findings and comments.    

M6 Final Report +1 12 

 Project Team consolidates all findings and drafts final   
 
Detailed Project Schedule 

See Exhibit B: Project Schedule in GANTT format 
 

Section 7: Project Budget  
 

Name HMS Glosten Rigor 
Vessel Operations    
Fleet Maintenance     
Management Structure     
Public Communications     
IT     
    
Labor Total  $95,000 $84,000 $25,000 
Expenses Total $8,000 $6,000  
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Section 8: Contacts 
 

Name Email Cell Office 

John Sainsbury  jsainsbury@hmsgm.com  206-466-5083 

Dan Frank  dfrank@hmsgm.com  206-466-5083 

Michael Doctor  mdoctor@hmsgm.com  206-466-5083 

Eric Welter     

Peter Soles  pssoles@glosten.com  206-812-6092 

Ed Garrahy epgarrahy@glosten.com  206-812-5975 

Dave Larsen dwlarsen@glosten.com  206-812-4914 

Ken Lane krlane@glosten.com  206-812-5694 

Matthew Lankowski malankowski@glosten.com  206-812-6091 

Seth Fandetti     

 
Name Position Email Cell Office 

Steve Sayers General Counsel / POC ssayers@steamshipauthority.com   

Bob Davis General Manager rdavis@steamshipauthority.com  x 200 

Mark Rozum Operations Manager mrozum@steamshipauthority.com  x.219 

Charles Monteiro Assistant Port Captain cmonteiro@steamshipauthority.com  x 213 

Carl Walker 
Dir of Engineering & 
Maintenance 

cwalker@steamshipauthority.com 
 x 288 

Mary Claffey Dir of IT mclaffey@steamshipauthority.com  x 456 

Phil Parent Dir of HR pparent@steamshipauthority.com  x 206 

Sean Driscoll Communications Dir sdriscoll@steamshipauthority.com  X 302 

 
The SSA’s general office number is 508-548-5011. 








































